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1. SUMMARY
An investigation directed toward better design of aircraft
thrust reversers is being conducted. This is the second yearly report of
a three year study of this problem area. The study is divided into two
main subdivisions:
(1) A study of jets introduced obliquely into a
freestream flow.
(2) A study of jet impingement on curved surfaces.
During the second year, as part of the former study, an
experimental investigation of the temperature and velocity fields generated
by the two-dimensional transverse jet has been conducted and the results
compared with existing data. An approximate analysis of the deflected
radial plane jet has been developed. The analytical model of aircraft
ingestion discussed in [1] has been extended to include computation of the
inlet flow field and should be operational shortly. An investigation of the
use of flaps as thrust reversers has been initiated. During the second
year, as part of the jet impingement study, analyses of the impingement
of a round incompressible and a round compressible jet on a arbitrary
axisymmetric surface have been completed. Using these analyses and that
for the incompressible plane jet described in [1] a computer study of the
effects on performance of thrust reverser geometry has been completed and
the results compared with existing data. An experimental investigation of
three-dimensional jet impingement on non-plane surfaces has been initiated
and some results have been produced.
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22. INTRODUCTION
This is the second year report of an investigation supported
under NGR-43-002-034. The study is intended to produce basic information
concerning,and practical solutions to, the problem of aircraft exhaust
ingestion which occurs in reverse thrust operation of fan/jet aircraft during
landing or braking. The study is principally directed toward the problem
as it affects STOL aircraft for which, because of their high thrust to
weight ratio but low landing speeds, reverse thrust operation is especially
critical.
The study is divided into two parts, i.e. The Opposing Jet
Investigation and The Impinging Jet Investigation. Thus the report has
two main sections. For a complete discussion of the program objectives
and test philosophy see reference 1.
33. OPPOSING TET STUDY
This study is primarily experimental although some analysis has
been included to relate the various parts of the investigation. The work
reported here includes:
(1) Results from an experimental investigation
of the velocity and temperature fields generated
by a hot, transverse two-dimensional jet.
(2) An approximate analysis of the deflected radial
plane jet.
(3) A discussion of, and some preliminary results
from, a reingestion analysis for a single nacelle
operating in reverse thrust.
(4) A brief discussion of an experimental investigation
of the use of flaps as thrust reversers.
3.1 THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL TRANSVERSE JET
In [1 ] the results of an experimental investigation of the
flow field and ingestion characteristics of a simulated target thrust
reverser engine nacelle system were presented. Since cascade thrust
reversers represent a class of reversers as important as target reversers,
a corresponding study of their flow fields and ingestion characteristics
would provide a logical extension of the work of [1 . Unfortunately, the
4construction of a representative cascade reverser-nacelle system was
beyond the financial and technical resources of the present study and
thus a compromise jet geometry was sought. After some study, the two-
dimensional transverse jet was selected as a practical alternative case
which has many of the elements of the efflux from the cascade thrust
reverser, and can be considered approximately as a cascade reverser
rolled out into a plane. An experimental investigation of this jet con-
figuration was conducted. Many of the results of this study are reported
in detail in References 2 and 3 and therefore this work is presented here
only in an abridged form. There is, however, data from this study which
was not reported in [2] and [3 ] and which is included in Appendix A
of this report.
3.1.1 Previous Related Studies of the Plane Transverse jet
The number of previous studies investigating the round
deflected jet is considerable. However, in the case of the two-dimensional
jet, the number of studies is limited. And, these investigations have pro-
duced only centerline velocities or surface pressures induced by the
deflected jets. Generally, the products of these studies are semi-empirical
methods for predicting the location of the jet centerline using the limited
velocity data collected. After making a survey of these studies. Tatom
[4 ] concludes that all predicted the shape of the centerline to be
parabolic. He also observes that the jet trajectories predicted by these
semi-empirical methods show considerable variation.
5The only known previous sources of experimental data for the
plane transverse jet are the works by Ivanov [5 ] and Heyser and Maurer
[6] . Neither of these papers are concerned with temperature data. Major
emphasis was on the jet (centerline) trajectory with no information
reported concerning local conditions in the overall jet field. The report
by Heyser and Maurer is concerned with high Mach Number flow and thus,
is not as relevant to many of the transverse jet applications as the study
by Ivanov which was conducted at a low subsonic condition.
3.1.2 Experimental Program-General Discussion
The study deals with the two-dimensional hot-air jet introduced
into a uniform freestream flow at angles of 90, 120, 135 and 150 degrees
(the angles being measured from the direction of the freestream flow). The
velocity ratio, i.e. the ratio of the jet velocity to the freestream velocity,
was set at values of 5, 10 and 20. These velocity ratios were selected to
simulate the relatively wide range of conditions encountered in practice and
yet to remain within the capabilities of the test facility. Figure 3.1 con-
tains a list of all tests reported and their boundary conditions.
In the testing, which, with one exception, was conducted at a
nearly constant jet temperature, the 135 ° jet was operated both with and
without inlet suction, and the effects of inlet-to-jet spacing were also
investigated. All the other jets were operated without inlet suction. All
testing was conducted in the Vanderbilt low speed induction wind tunnel
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7modified with a false bottom. This false bottom contained the jet model
and blowing box, an inlet suction section and a boundary-layer removal
section. Data were taken by traversing in the vertical center plane of
the wind tunnel. All traverses were made into the opposing freestream
flow at fixed heights above the false bottom. During the tests, both
velocity and temperature data were recorded.
3.1.3 Equipment
A schematic diagram of the equipment arrangement is pre-
sented in Figure 3.2. In this figure the coordinate system shown
designates the positive x direction as directly opposite the freestream
flow and the positive y direction toward the top of the wind tunnel. The
origin of the coordinates is located at the center of the jet exit area.
The equipment used in this study included the following:
(1) An induction wind tunnel.
(2) A blowing box with an 0.102 inch jet,
(3) An inlet suction section.
(4) A boundary-layer removal section.
(5) A hot air generator.
(6) A traversing mechanism.
(7) Electronic equipment related to the temperature
compensated hot wire anemometer (Figures 3.3
and 3.4).
(8) An x-y plotter.
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A Zumwalt and Darby, Inc., induction wind tunnel was used in
the testing. This wind tunnel had two test sections; a high speed section
and a low speed section. All tests were conducted in the low speed
section. This section was 40 inches square and produced a velocity which
could be varied from 0 to approximately 40 feet/second. The measured
turbulent fluctuations in this section were less than four percent of the
tunnel velocity for all test cases. In order to produce a truly two-
dimensional jet, it was necessary to install in the tunnel a false bottom
which enclosed the jet blowing box, the inlet suction section and the
boundary layer removal section. Figure 3.4 shows the false bottom in the
wind tunnel. This bottom reduced the height of the tunnel but did not cause
any increase in the turbulence level.
The blowing box was made from quarter inch aluminum plate.
Aluminum was used as the construction material since it provided the
necessary strength to maintain the tolerances required of the 0.102 inch
wide jet slot. The box was 40 inches long, 3.5 inches high and 7.5 inches
wide. This provided a plenum cross-sectional area large in comparison
with the effective jet slot area. The top and front plates of the box were
removable. Different pairs of plates were used to change the angle of the
jet. These plates were machined to a tolerance of 0.001 inch to insure
the accuracy of the jet dimensions. At the bottom of the box, a 5 X 8 inch
duct supplied the hot air to the plenum. The combination of the large duct
11
and the large cross-section of the plenum resulted in low velocities and
a pressure variation across the blowing box of less than 2 percent in the
most extreme case. With this slight variation in delivery pressure, the
jet was assumed to have a constant velocity over its entire length. The
small width of the slot made it impossible to measure the jet exit velocity
profile. However, the velocity profile was determined to be essentially
square by using the analytical method presented by H. Schlicting [71
in the case of developing channel flow.
Since the temperature of the suction section was near ambient
and the pressure was low it was constructed of plywood. A 0.20 inch
inlet width was maintained by gluing spacers along the slot. In calibration
tests, the maximum pressure variation across the suction section was
found to be less than 4 percent of the sub-ambient head. Therefore, the
intake velocity was regarded as essentially uniform.
The boundary-layer removal section, besides removing the low
energy air adjacent to the model, provided a fairing from the floor of the
wind tunnel to the suction section. The boundary-layer removal section
consisted of a plywood frame covered with sheet metal perforated with
quarter inch diameter holes. A check for uniformity of velocity through
these holes using the hot wire anemometer revealed that the variation of
velocity was less than 5 percent. Using an analytical solution for
boundary-layer suction again taken from Schlicting [7 ] , the displacement
12
thickness of the boundary-layer at the suction inlet was determined to be
less than 0.004 inch.
The hot air generator, described in [1 ], produced pressures
in the blowing box of approximately 2.9 inches of water and a delivery
temperature of about 2000 F for the testing reported here. At this pressure
and temperature, a jet velocity of approximately 125 feet/second was
obtained.
The traversing mechanism was powered by two constant speed
motors mounted so that the probe could be translated in a vertical plane
both horizontally and vertically. Calibrations showed that the rate of
traverse was 1.0 millimeter/second.
The primary sensor employed in this experiment was a Thermo-
Systems, Inc., Model 1330, temperature compensated hot wire anemometer
with a single sensor element and associated electrical components. This
system had the capability of measuring a single velocity component
(i.e., either u or u+v) in a variable temperature environment on one bridge
circuit and temperature on another bridge circuit. Outputs of the bridges
were separate; thus it was necessary to switch bridge circuits, and to rotate
the probe 900 for the velocity measurements in order to obtain the indi-
vidual responses. Hence both velocity and temperature could not be
monitored simultaneously. In the temperature measuring mode, the probe
operated as a resistance thermometer. Any change in the environmental
13
temperature caused a corresponding change in the resistance of the
sensor. The sensor was a platinum film on a 0.006 inch diameter glass
rod. It has a frequency response of around 15,000 hertz. The probe was
calibrated in situ both in temperature and velocity prior to testing.
3.1.4 Discussion of Results
3.1.4.1 Ge neral
The information obtained in the investigation was in several
forms, e.g.
(1) Temperature traverses at various heights above
the jet model.
(2) Velocity (i'and u+v) traverses at various heights
above the jet model.
(3) Flow visualization pictures taken through use of
an ammonia-sulfur dioxide smoke generator which
made deflected jet visible.
The temperature and velocity data were recorded in a rectangular
region whose vertical boundaries were chosen to include as much as
practical of the deflected jet trajectory. Because the jet temperature and
momentum rapidly diffused and therefore became difficult to measure, the
breadth of this region was usually not more than 40 jet widths and the
height was usually less than about 60 jet widths.
3.1.4.2 The Data-Test Difficulties and Repeatability
There were numerous difficulties at the outset in getting the
14
anemometer to operate correctly in the temperature mode, mainly because
of problems in obtaining a proper ground. Once it was calibrated and
working properly, however, few problems were encountered during the
testing. The temperature data reduction was relatively straightforward.
Getting the anemometer to operate in the velocity mode, however, was
never any problem but some difficulties were encountered during the
testing and in the subsequent data reduction. The problem arose because
the anemometer was designed to measure, flows in one general direction.
In the complex flow field generated by the transverse jet and
the freestream, there are regions in the jet and behind the jet where the
air velocity has an u component opposite to that of the freestream. The
probe was mounted facing the freestream; thus if the u component was very
large in comparison to the v component and opposing the freestream, the
probe support assembly generated a wake in which the sensor was located.
This produced erroneous readings in the u and u+v traverses which could
not be detected until the data reduction process was completed. However
since the flow angles were obtained by taking the arc cosine of the ratio
|Iu/MIv | it was usually clear in these cases when something was amiss,
since the I u/udv I ratio would be computed to be greater than unity. In
such cases, the data was thrown out, and therefore there are regions,
behind the jet primarily, where no velocity data is reported and where
some inaccuracies are present.
15
In the region immediately in front of the jet, especially near
the jet exit where the velocities were large, the flow experienced an
abrupt change in direction as the external air was entrained into the jet
which was in turn directed into the freestream. Hence in this region it
was not always clear whether the u component was directed upstream or
downstream, (or the v component upwards or downwards), since the
anemometer provided only the magnitude of the velocity components.
Through use, however, of the flow visualization pictures and the tem-
perature data it was usually possible to determine the proper flow
directions without resort to any subjective processes. Fortunately, the
majority of the velocity data was not affected by these difficulties and
was reduced without problem.
In general the data was found to be repeatable to a satisfactory
degree although some variations were observed. Detailed discussions of
repeatability are found in [2 land [3 ] . The major reason for variations in
the data between repeated tests is believed to be the sensitivity of the
flow to the jet-to-freestream velocity ratio and problems in reestablishing
the test boundary conditions, since rerun traverses within a given test
always showed negligible variations both in temperature and velocity.
Analysis of the temperature data from a number of repeat test traverses
indicated that the maximum variation occurred with a 2.5% difference in
the location of the maximum non-dimensional temperature, a 24% difference
16
in the magnitude of the maximum and a 12% average deviation. The
minimum variation occurred with a negligible difference in the location
of the maximum non-dimensional temperature point and in the magnitude
of the maximum and with a 3.6% average deviation. A corresponding
analysis of velocity data revealed that the maximum variation occurred
with a difference of 4 percent in maximum velocity location, and an
average variation of 16% in the u+v data. The minimum occurred with a
negligible variation in maximum velocity location and a 1% average
variation in the u+v results.
3.1.4.3 Test Results
The temperature and velocity data* obtained from the
anemometer traverses were reduced to the non-dimensional forms:
T-T
() ( Ta T ) as a function of x/dJ and y/dJ
and
(b) ( ) , ( U ) and a as functions of x/dj and y/dj
Typical data from these traverses are presented here in several ways.
These include:
(a) Jet centerline trajectory plots.
(b) Non-dimensional temperature plots.
(c) Velocity vector plots.
(d) Isotherm plots.
(e) Isotach plots.
*The complete data for tests 0 and 11 through 19 are presented in [2]
and [3 ]. The data for the remaining tests are located in Appendix A.
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The jet centerlines were obtained by determining the locus
of points where the temperature and the velocity was a maximum. Com-
parison of the temperature centerlines and the velocity centerlines revealed
the not too surprising result that the curves were essentially coincident,
although some small deviations were occasionally present, especially at
large distances* from the jet exit where the temperature and velocities
were near that of the freestream. Thus for simplicity and convenience, in
the following discussion only the temperature centerlines are utilized.
Presented in Figures 3.5 through 3.9 are centerline temperature
trajectories for the 90 ° , 1200, 1350, and 1500 jets at jet-to-freestream
velocity ratios of 5, 10 and 20. In the case of the 1350 jet, Figures 3.7
and 3.8 also illustrate the effects of inlet suction and jet-to-inlet spacing
on the centerlines. It was found that without inlet suction the 1500 jet
became attached to the jet model assembly at velocity ratios above 10
(and occasionally at lower velocities). It was also found that inlet suction
resulted in jet attachment at all velocity ratios for the 1500 jet. Thus
because the attached flow was extremely turbulent and because of the
problems that were encountered with the anemometer in situations where
the sensor was located in the probe wake, it was not practical to measure
the flow characteristics in the attached 150 ° jet. Therefore data for
*In these regions there did appear to be a tendency for the temperature
centerlines to be slightly above and in front of the velocity centerlines
although there were frequent occasions when the reverse occurred. Con-
sidering the difficulty in locating a maximum in these regions since the
curves experienced considerable fluctuations and were very flat, it is
not clear whether this tendency has any physical significance.
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this case is limited to velocity ratios of 5 and 10 without inlet suction.
Study of the deflected jet centerline data revelas that the
vertical penetrations of the 120 ° and 1350 jets are considerably greater
than those for the 90 ° and 150 ° jets. It also appears that the effects of
inlet suction and jet-to-inlet spacing are small for the 135 ° jet although
the trajectories with suction do tend to lay slightly in front of and above
those without suction. This is a particularly interesting result since it
allows considerable simplifications when applied to the analytical model
of ingestion. This is discussed in Section 3.3. In general the centerline
plots appear to be consistent with expectations and contain no surprises.
Of the jet geometries investigated, the 90 ° and the 1350
jets are perhaps the configurations of most interest and for that reason
more detailed data for these two cases are presented. Curves for the 90 °
jet at a velocity ratio of 10 are shown in Figures 3.10 through 3.13.
Plots of the non-dimensional temperature rise as a function of x/dJ and
y/dj are presented in Figure 3.10. The figure demonstrates a rapid decay
of the jet temperature and deflection of the centerline by the freestream.
Of interest is the fact that the temperature in the region behind the jet
does not return to ambient but remains at a significant level above it.
This is evidence of the presence of a large vortex behind the jet in
which a portion of the heated air in the deflected jet turns back and fills
in the separated flow region behind the jet.
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Figure 3.11 presents a velocity vector field plot for the 90 °
jet. This figure demonstrates the rapid entrainment and relatively minor
deflection of the freestream by the jet. Also shown is evidence of
recirculation behind the jet. Plots of the jet isotherms and isotachs are
presented in Figures 3.12 and 3.13. These figures provide a further
picture of the character of the jet field and demonstrate the strength of the
extra shearing forces present.
The 1350 jet, because it was the largest turning angle jet
tested for which attachment was not a problem, was perhaps the most
interesting case investigated, especially so far as thrust reverser appli-
cations are concerned. To illustrate in detail the temperature and velocity
data obtained for this geometry, Figures 3.14 through 3.19 are presented.
In all these figures the jet-to-freestream velocity ratio is fixed at a value
of 10. Besides demonstrating the character of the temperature and velocity
fields these figures also show the relative insensitivity of the deflected
jet properties to the presence of inlet suction.
The non-dimensional temperature traverses shown in Figures
3.14 and 3.15 show substantial agreement not only in the location of the
maximum temperature points but in their relative magnitudes. There are
clearly some differences in these two families of curves but the similarities
far outweigh the discrepancies. Both figures indicate the presence of a
region of heated air behind the jet just as in the case of the 90 ° jet and
26
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suggest the presence of separated flow. An intriguing result, shown in
both figures at y/dJ values of 5 and 10, is a significant temperature rise
between 20 and 30 widths ahead of the jet. The fact that this temperature
rise (the presence of which was verified by numerous repeat traverses
and rerun tests) occurs for tests both with and without inlet suction and
is located far ahead of the inlet suggests that it is a property of the
transverse jet flow field. Tatom [4] speculates on the presence of a
clockwise vortex system ahead of the transverse jet. Such a vortex could
carry relatively warm air from the jet forward into a region ahead of the jet
exit. This is the only explanation for this peculiar result presently offered.
It should be noted, however, that this anomalous temperature rise was
not observed at 90 ° , 1200 nor 1500 so it appears to be peculiar to the
1350 jet.
Presented in Figures 3.16 and 3.17 are velocity vector plots
for the 1350 jet with and without inlet suction. Examination reveals that,
contrary to the temperature data, the velocity vectors exhibit almost com-
plete agreement. An interesting result, verified later in the flow visuali-
zation study and shown in these figures is the direct entrainment of the
freestream air in the region up to 20 to 30 widths above the jet exit. This
illustrates the insensitivity of the external flow to the presence of the jet
and again is important to the analysis of ingestion discussed in Section
3.3. Examination of the flow in the region where the anomalous
36
temperature rises of Figures 3.14 and 3.15 occur reveals in Figure 3.17
some misbehavior of the velocity vectors. Since the x and y velocity
components could be either positive or negative and since the presence
of the vortex is a possibility, these vectors are plotted in the four
orientations allowed. With some imagination the presence of a vortex
can be seen, although from the data shown its presence is clearly not
established. Shown also in these two figures are vectors behind the jet
illustrating the back flow and entrainment into the jet from the rear.
They also provide some indication of the presence of a large vortex or
separated flow region behind the jet.
Figures 3.18 and 3.19 correspond to the 135 ° jet without
suction and are useful in demonstrating the shape of the deflected jet.
The figures also illustrate the very rapid diffusion of temperature and
momentum that occurs within the deflected jet due to the large shearing
mechanisms present.
Finally, as part of the transverse jet investigation a flow
visualization study was conducted. In this study hydrogen sulfite
smoke, generated by the reaction of ammonia and sulfur-dioxide, was
introduced into the freestream at two upstream points and injected at a
single point in the jet itself, and the flow field was then photographed.
Initially the pictures were taken sometime after the smoke generator
had been turned on. It was found, however, that the three-dime nsional
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properties of the vortex downstream of the jet were such that this
region, which extended from one side of the tunnel to the other, became
completely filled*. with smoke. The photographic result was not very
useful in visualizing the fluid motion in this region since the vortex
appeared as a large bright circular blur, and so it was decided to try
to take the pictures as shortly as possible after the smoke was turned
on in the hope of catching the circular flow while discrete elements of
the vortex were still visible. The pictures shown in Figures 3.20 through
3.24 were all taken using this latter technique. Inspection of these
photographs reveals that unfortunately, with only one or two exceptions,
they do not provide a really good presentation of the recirculation region
behind the jet either and that often they suffer from a lack of smoke.
Besides the smoke problem one of the difficulties which contributed to a
degradation of the photographic quality of the pictures was the problem
of lighting, and film and shutter speed. Too much light tended to blind
the camera to reflections from the tunnel surfaces and so the best com-
promise was to use moderate lighting and a film with as high an ASA speed
as possible. Thus Kodak Tri X was used in all the pictures. Unfortunately,
this film was still not fast enough to allow operation of the camera at a
shutter speed sufficient to freeze the motion. Hence a considerable amount
of blurring is present.
*An interesting sidelight to this condition was the persistence of the
smoke; even after the generator had been shut off the vortex continued to
remain visible for perhaps 5 to 10 seconds. This provided evidence that
fluid in the separated region behind the jet tended to be trapped there
for some period and was reentrained into the jet numerous times.
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Even with these shortcomings the pictures provide a valuable
means for observing the properties of the flow. Besides showing the
vortex behind the jet, the photographs illustrate the significant entrain-
ment at all jet angles of the freestream by the jet, a condition which
results in a relatively minor deflection of the external air, especially
near the jet exit and at the larger velocity ratios. The 1350 jet pictures
also demonstrate the relatively minor effects that inlet suction had on
the overall flow field. Figure 3.24 presents a view of the attached
1500 jet at a jet-to-freestream velocity ratio of 10. It appears that the
jet penetrates approximately 100 jet widths before it detaches from the
model. This would be a disastrous length if it were applied to a realistic
engine nacelle cascade reverser. Thus it seems clear that the 1500 jet,
without some drastic means to prevent attachment, is not suitable for
cascade reverser applications. Finally, no evidence of the presence of
vortices in front of the 135 ° jet is seen in the figures. Because of the
blurring which occurs in the region where vortices might be expected due
to the rapid fluid motion, their apparent absence is not believed to be
conclusively established however. Clearly some closer further study of
this region would be desirable.
3.1.4.4 Data Correlation
As mentioned earlier, only limited data concerning the plane
transverse jet were found in a search of the literature. This, of course,
limits the amount of data correlation that can be done. However, there
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is the report by Ivanov [5 ] showing the centerline trajectories of two-
dimensional jets resulting from velocity data and in the empirical
equation by Vizel and Mostinskii [8 ] derived using Ivanov's data.
During testing it was observed that the temperature peaks occur at
approximately the same position as the velocity maximums. Thus a
correlation between the trajectories predicted by the equation formulated
by Vizel and Mostinskii using the velocity data of Ivanov and the
temperature and velocity trajectories resulting from the present tests at
90 ° and 135 ° was made. The equation used is the following:
x/d C P a V o (pV sinaJ) (y/dj) + (y/dj)cot aj 4 x D \J J
where:
x and y = horizontal and vertical coordinates,
d. = width of the jet,
p = density of the fluid,
Vo: = ambient velocity,
V. = initial velocity of the jet,
al = angle of the jet, and
C = entrainment or drag coefficient.
The entrainment or drag coefficient is dependent upon the
angle and velocity ratio. Using data from Ivanov, Vizel and Mostinskii
found the value of Cx to be about 5 for a 900 jet angle. However, it
X
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should be noted that in [8 ] there was substantial deviation of the pre-
dicted curve using C = 5 from Ivanov's data at a velocity ratio of
approximately 10. In the present investigation, mean values of C were
calculated by solving the above equation for C at several points along
the trajectory and then averaging the results. This method produced
average values of C as shown in Figures 3.25 and 3.26. For the 90 °
angle tests, the values of 4.32, 4.80 and 12.97 were found for the
velocity ratios of 5, 10 and 20, respectively. For the 1350 jet,
corresponding values of 2.27, 4.62 and 7.42 were obtained. Although
there are differences between the present C values at 90 ° and those
x
from [8 ], the jet trajectories do fall nicely along parabolas as predicted.
One explanation for the variation in C values may be the differences
between the initial jet velocity shape factor for the present work and that
of Ivanov.
To further compare the results of this investigation with
prior work, including the recent analytical investigation by Tatom [4 1
Figure 3.27 is presented. Plotted in this figure are experimental velocity
vector data from Ivanov [5 ] and from test (0) of the present study together
with the computed results from [4]. In general the three families of
vectors show good agreement. One main difference between the predicted
data and that measured was the extent of the region of separated flow
behind the jet. The analytical results predict a much smaller region than
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observed. It is believed, however, that if additional time for con-
vergence had been available in the analysis of [4], better agreement
would have resulted, since the size of the separated flow region was
increasing when the computations were terminated.
3.1.5 Conclusions
From the results of this investigation, the following con-
clusions can be drawn:
1) A large, relatively high temperature region of
separated flow lies downstream of the hot two-
dimensional transverse jet.
2) Entrainment of the freestream by the jet results
in a minor deflection of the freestream ahead
of the jet and especially near the jet exit.
3) The effects on the deflected jet flow field of inlet
suction and jet-to-inlet spacing are small, so
long as jet attachment does not occur.
4) At large turning angles, jet attachment frequently
occurs and in these cases the presence of inlet
suction can cause great changes in the character
of the flow field.
5) The presented results appear to be consistent
with available information.
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3.2 THE DEFLECTED RADIAL PLANE JET
The two-dimensional transverse jet study discussed in
Section 3.1 has as its primary justification the cascade thrust reverser.
Yet, clearly there is a difference between the efflux from a cascade
reverser and the plane transverse jet. Knowledge of this difference is
needed before the data of Section 3.1 can be applied most effectively to
the cascade reverser. The following approximate analysis* is presented
then in an effort to determine this difference and, hopefully, to provide a
bridge by which the available test data can be applied to the cascade
reverser.
Consider an incompressible isothermal radial plane jet of
initial thickness 6 exhausting at an angle ca from the surface of a0 0
cylinder of radius R. and, for the moment, into still air (see Figure 3.28).
Assume that, like its plane-two-dimensional counterpart and also the round
jet, once fully developed turbulence is present the following relation holds:
2
(u-) = f(y/b(x)) = f(9) (3.1)
m
where: u = local jet velocity
u = maximum jet velocity at a station x
m
y = distance transverse to jet centerline
b(x) = jet semi-thickness
f(M) = universal jet velocity distribution.
*This analysis in a slightly different form was developed for General
Dynamics, San Diego, as part of a short investigation supporting
their work. It is reproduced here for completeness with their permission.
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Now the total jet momentum flux, M
x
, is conserved. Hence
at a given x location:
= 2p u 6 TTR = 4 P U 2Rdy (3.2)
x 00 o o o 
where p = jet density
u = jet exit velocity0
R. = jet exit radius
R = R x sin a
o o
Applying the assumed universal velocity distribution relation,
it can readily be shown that
u R6
m o o (3.3)2 b(x)(Ro + x sin ao) 2J
u o 0
where J I f(g) dg
0
Again from the results for the plane and the round jet, take
(R - R
o)
b = kx = k sin ( (3.4)
0
where k is an unknown constant.
For round jets k = .072, for plane-two-dimensional jets k = .050.
1/2
Thus
u 6 
u x sin (35)
[x R ] 0
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Now consider the radial plane jet exhausting at some angle
a from the surface of a cylinder into a freestream at velocity Uc.
Following the approximate approach of Abramovich (Ref. 9) in his
discussion of the air curtain, assume: (1) the dependence of the jet
average radial velocity, component on distance from the origin remains
the same as that in still air, but (2) the axial component of the average
jet velocity is summed up algebraically with the velocity of the crosswind.
In addition, (3) assume that the local jet angle ac is approximately equal
to a for the portion of the jet trajectory of interest.0
Write: ddRt = u sina =vr (3.6)
dz
t = U,o + u cos a =v (3.7)
Thus:
dz Uco v
+ cot -a - (3.8)dR o v
u sin a r
o
Applying the first assumption and treating the term under the radical in
in (3.5) as a constant X , approximately*, write:
-u~~~ '~~~~~~X (3.9)
u x
where: - x
x -S (3.10)
and (R - R )
sin a
o
*The approximate character of the analysis justifies this simplification.
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Thus Thudz U (R-Ro)
dz °2 + cot a (3.11)
dR u X sin a
R
where: z =z/ and R = o
o0
R= R/6
0
Integrating and applying the boundary condition z(Ro) = 0 gives the
desired result
U 2
z = (R-R) + (R-Ro ) cot a (3.12)
2u X sin ac
O O
It is interesting that the corresponding two-dimensional
solution taken from [9] (and which checks the data nicely) is in nearly
identical form, i.e.,
2 -3/2
sin3/ + y cot ao (3.13)
3u X sin o
Clearly these two equations provide a convenient means for
relating the available two-dimensional data to the radial plane jet case.
3.3 ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION OF INGESTION - NO CROSSWIND
The outline of an analytical method which allows prediction
of the onset of ingestion in the case of a single nacelle operating in
reverse thrust and located within an axisymmetric freestream was pre-
sented in [1] . In this analysis, a basic assumption was the independence
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of the inlet and the reversed jet flow fields. Thus, so far as this analysis
is concerned, one of the more significant results of the two-dimensional
jet testing is the apparent insensitivity of the jet flow field to the
presence of inlet suction. Further, it appears that the freestream flow
is not affected significantly by the jet's presence. Now since the two-
dimensional jet is much more sensitive to the external flow than a round
jet [9 ], it is quite justifiable to assume that a discrete reversed jet
(round or otherwise) will not be affected by inlet suction either and is
predominantly influenced by the freestream. The freestream, however,
is not especially influenced by the jet presence.* This provides then, a
verification for the above assumption and thus the basis for a great
simplification in the analysis of ingestion.
Referring to [1 ] , the remaining task in the analysis, once
the independence of the inlet and the jet flow fields is determined, is to
locate the pre-entry streamline and to determine Whether the maximum
penetration point of the reversed jet lies inside or outside this stream-
line. To locate the pre-entry stream tube requies a mathematical solution
of the potential flow field around an aircraft engine nacelle operating in the
presence of a freestream. Since the reversed jet trajectories involve
strongly turbulent flow and are to be determined from test correlations
independently of the potential flow calculations, the nacelle is considered
to be ingesting but not exhausting any freestream air. In addition, since
*Keffer and Baines [10] observed in the case of the round deflected jet
"The external flow is affected very little by the presence of the jet",
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the primary emphasis is on the flow some distance from the nacelle and
since this flow should be relatively independent of the exact nacelle
shape, it is assumed that the actual nacelle can be represented by a
right circular cylinder with the same aspect ratio. Thus the problem
reduces to finding the pre-entry streamline corresponding to a cylinder
with an inlet facing into the freestream.
There are several ways to develop the desired potential flow
field [11], most of which involve the use of a system of distributed
sources and sinks. The basic problem (i.e., the Neuman Problem)
is determining the strength of the various singularities used to generate
the nacelle. While standard computer routines [12 ] have been developed
to generate aerodynamic surfaces such as engine nacelles, none is
presently available at the Vanderbilt Computer Center and it was felt
more expedient and informative to develop a method rather than try to
obtain, debug and become familiar with an existing program.
The method* chosen for determining the strength of the
singularities used to generate the nacelle is basically iterative. The
fundamental idea is that the normal velocity at the surface of the nacelle
must be zero and the strength of the singularities must be adjusted until
this velocity vanishes. The computational procedure operates as
The basic principle of the computation procedure for calculating the
source/sink distribution presented here arises partially from the
analysis of [13]. However, the method of iteration, indeed, the need
for an iterative procedure was developed as part of this investigation.
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as follows:
1) The flow field generated by the inlet (which is
taken as a disc sink of uniform strength) and
the freestream is calculated, and the normal
velocities induced at selected points along the
representative cylinder and end cap are determined.
2) Singularities which induce velocities equal and
opposite to those induced by the inlet-freestream
combination are added at the appropriate points
and then the normal velocity induced at each
point by all the other points is calculated.
3) The strength of each singularity is then adjusted
to compensate for the induced velocity at that
point by all the other singularities and the
process continued until the normal velocity at
each point is reduced to some prescribed value.
Using a convergence criteria of one percent of the freestream
velocity with a system of 21 cylindrical points and 21 end cap points,
this process converges within about 10 iterations and two minutes on the
Vanderbilt Sigma 7 computer.
Once the potential field for the system is determined, the
location of separate streamlines is found by applying the condition that
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along any streamline the Stokes stream function is constant. The
procedure involves taking derivatives of the velocity potential with
respect to axial and radial position and solving numerically the ordinary
differential equation which must be satisfied by each streamline. This
is not a simple operation, however, since the streamlines can have
rather complex shapes. An example of the preliminary results of this
program is presented in Figure 3.29, where several streamlines are
shown for a typical cylindrical nacelle.
A complete description of this potential flow computation
method combined with the jet analysis of [1 ] is presented in [14] and
typical predicted results using the method are shown.
3.4 BLOWN FLAP/THRUST REVERSER MODEL
The flap system for an externally blown STOL aircraft
represents a structural assembly which has many of the characteristics
required of a thrust reverser. It is strong, capable of a high temperature
environment, is located immediately behind the engine exhaust and can
be rapidly deployed. Because of these simularities the question of
whether it can be used as a thrust reverser arises; the idea being that
the jet exhaust could be captured and deflected forward and upward through
a slot in the wing by the flaps. Not only would such an arrangement
utilize already required hardware, it would exhaust the jet into a flow
region where because of the wing presence, engine ingestion would be
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extremely unlikely to occur. In addition the upward and forward moving
jet should provide some spoiling of the wing aerodynamics with the
associated increase in drag.
To investigate such a system, work has begun on a semi-
span wing model to be tested in the low speed section of the wind tunnel.
Because no force balance is available for this tunnel section, a ball
bearing supported, moment balance system including a viscous damper
has been constructed and a preliminary split flap wing section has been
built to test it. This model and the balance are shown in Figures 3.30a & b.
Present indications are made that the balance system operates very well.
Construction of the flap reverser model has been initiated
but fabrication is incomplete at this writing. To avoid the problem of
tailoring the jet impingement on the flap reverser system, the model to
be tested will be hollow. Air will be supplied at one end and will be
exited from a span wise slot in the aft section of the wing. Thus the
model will resemble a thrust reverser for an Augmentor Wing type STOL
aircraft. Total drag plus reverse thrust measurements will be made at
various jet-to-freestream velocity ratios. A flow visualization study is
also planned.
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4. IMPINGING TET STUDY
This study is directed toward providing a means for analysis
of the flow fields generated by jet impingement on-and/or deflection by
thrust reverser surfaces . The study is divided into an analytical and
an experimental investigation. At the outset the emphasis in this study
was analytical, with the experimental program providing a means for
check of the analysis. However, it has become increasingly apparent
that mathematical solution to the general three-dimensional jet impinge-
ment problem may be beyond the presently available resources of this
study. This is due primarily to the difficulty in locating the three-
dimensional deflected jet freestream surface. In [I ] this problem and
its solution are discussed for the case of the plane impinging jet where
locating the freestream line is the principal difficulty. The problem is
greatly compounded, however, when non-symmetric three-dimensional
jet impingement is considered. As an alternative approach it has,
therefore, been decided that a generalized jet impingement study should
be conducted experimentally with the aim of not only providing useful
test data but also with the hope of finding means, perhaps semi-empirical
or approximate, by which the impinging jet analysis can be later extended.
4.1 ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION
The following analytical work was accomplished during the
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second year of the investigation:
1) An analysis of a round jet impinging on an
axisymmetric deflector of arbitrary shape was
developed.
2) The round jet solution was extended to include
the effects of compressibility.
3) The effects of geometry on reverser performance
were systematically investigated for both the
round and the plane jet.
Each of these areas is discussed.
4.1.1 The Impingement of a Round Jet on an Axisymmetric Surface
of Arbitrary Shape
The numerical solution of a circular jet impinging on an
axisymmetric surface was developed largely through revision of the plane
jet solution discussed in [1]. One significant change, however, was
to use the finite difference form of the Laplace equation in cylindrical
coordinates instead of cartesian coordinates. It was also necessary to
revise the calculations of flow rates and reverse thrust to account for
the circular cross-section of the jet and deflector. The final change
was the introduction of a variable grid spacing. This was necessary
because the deflected jet beomes quite thin as radial distance from the
stagnation point increases. If a sufficient number of node points is
used in the relatively thin outer region, using a constant grid spacing,
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this produces a very large number of node points in the region nearer
the jet centerline, a condition which results in excessive computation
time. This difficulty was overcome by using a coarse grid in the region
near the jet centerline and a finer grid for the outer portion of the jet.
A sample output and statement listing for this program are
included as Appendix B. Examination of this listing reveals many
similarities with that for the plane jet presented in [1 ] .
4.1.2 The Effects of Compressibility
One of the basic assumptions in the analysis has been to
neglect compressibility effects. However, because the jet exhaust
velocity for many aircraft engines is quite large, it was considered
important to determine the Mach number range for which this assumption
does not cause significant error. This was done by solving the com-
pressible flow equations in the round jet program for a limited number
of cases.
The compressible flow problem is solved in exactly the same
way as the incompressible case with the one exception of a change in
the finite difference equation used. There were some difficulties in
using the compressible flow equation in finite difference form, however,
so some discussion of the details of this aspect of the work are included.
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The compressible potential flow equation in cylindrical
coordinates is
((0/br)2) 2 + (b/z)2) a20
c c2C2 ) r2 +C2 az 2
-Z (2 (/az)(a 0/r) ) 0 + /ar = 0 (4.1)2 b z r r
C
The local sonic velocity can be computed from the equation
c 2 2 - k-l ((20/br)2 + (b0/bz) 2 ) (4.2)
Equation 4.1 is converted to finite difference form by using
the approximations listed below. The relative location of the node points
is shown in Figure 4.1.
a_ = I,J+1 - (4.3)
ar 22Ar
BO = 0I+1 - 0I-tJ6z _'I+1, (4.4)
az 2Az
20- 0I, J+1 0 II (4.5)
2 2b r Ar
2 0 2-0
6 02 I+1,J'-I-1, 20, (4.6)
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2 0 0 + 0 0
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Substituting equations 4.3 through 4.7 into equation 4.1
and rearranging gives an explicit expression for the potential at point I,
J of the form
= Az 2 A2 [ ( IJ+1 +0I, J-1) (0I+1, +J 0I-11J)
I, J(2A 2A 2+ A22 2 A3 ]2 1 hr~ Az
(4 .8)
It should be noted that 0IJ can be obtained in explicit
form only if Ar and Az are the same on both sides of the node point in
question. This condition is not generally satisfied for the node points
near the deflector or near the free streamline or for those node points
along the line where the grid spacing changes. This difficulty is
handled by defining additional node points which will yield an even
spacing and assigning their 0 value by linear interpolation between
adjacent node points. This is illustrated by Figure 4.2.
The points represented by an x are the auxiliary points added.
The velocity potential at these points is determined by linear interpolation
between surrounding points. Note, however, that one of the node points
falls outside the flow field and cannot be computed in this way. This
point would normally be used only in the cross derivative term.t The
procedure used here is to ignore that point and use a different (slightly
less accurate) formulation for the cross derivative
2 0 I, IJ-1 0I-1 -.- 1,I
= Az LAzAr (4.9)
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Fig. 4.2. Node Points Near the Free Streamline
All other derivatives are computed using point I, I and points 1, 2, 3
and 4. This revision changes the A3 term in equation 4.8 since the
cross derivative now includes a OII term. That term can be transferred
to the left side of equation 4.8 so that 0I,J can still be found explicitly.
The compressible solution is now carried out as follows.
A shape for the free streamline and the Mach numberl along the free
streamline are specified. The free streamline velocity is then computed
1 The most convenient Mach number to specify is that along
the free streamline. It is approximately equal to the Mach number at
the exit for cases where back pressuring effects are small.
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based on a total pressure of one atmosphere and an arbitrary total
temperature. This free streamline velocity is used to compute the
values of velocity potential along the assumed freestream boundary and
the potential at all node points is then determined using the relaxation
procedure with the compressible flow equations. It is necessary to
determine the r and z velocity components at each point in the flow
field so that the local sonic velocity can be found using equation 4.2.
The freestream boundary is then adjusted to the correct shape in the
manner discussed in [1 ] .
The computation time is greatly increased due to the com-
plexity of the finite difference equations, the use of the extra node
points and thenecessity of constantly recomputing the local sonic
velocity at each node point. Therefore, only four runs were made for
one fixed geometry at freestream Mach numbers of .1, .5, .8, and .95.
Presented in Figure 4.3 is a plot of the calculated static pressure dis-
tribution along the deflector surface for the cases M = 0. 1, 0.5 and
0.8. These plots indicate a negligible Mach number effect up to
M = 0.8. Upon consideration it is not too surprising that the
In the cases investigated, the total temperature was taken
arbitrarily as 530°R. Selection of specific values of temperature and
pressure is necessary because the solution is carried out in dimensional
form. Non-dimensional results such as reverser effectiveness are not
limited to these specific values, however.
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Distribution at the Deflector Surface
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compressibility effects are not significant for free streamline Mach
numbers up to .8, because the maximum velocity occurs on the free
streamline and the Mach numbers throughout most of the region are
much smaller.
The M = .95 case did not converge satisfactorily and,
therefore, no results are presented. This is probably due to the fact
that the coefficients in equation 4.1 approach zero as Mach number
approaches unity; a condition causing an accuracy problem which is
somewhat compounded by the approximations made in the analysis.
It is nevertheless safe to conclude that the incompressible
flow analysis gives quite satisfactory results for freestream Mach
numbers less than about .8.
4.1.3 The Effects of Geometry on Reverser Performance
Solutions were obtained for a variety of plane jet and
circular jet cases for the purpose of determining the effect of various
geometrical parameters on performance. These parameters include the
dimensionless depth h/L
1
and the angle 0 . (See Figure 4.4). The shape
selected for the cross-section of the deflector was an ellipse having
its center on the jet axis and passing through points F and E.
The results obtained for each case and illustrated in
Appendix B, included the free streamline location, the velocity potential
field, the velocity vector at each node point, the pressure distribution
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I
Fig. 4.4. Jet Impingement Flow Field
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along the deflector surface and jet centerline, the turning effectiveness
]T and the reverser effectiveness, nr .* The velocity potential field
and pressure distributions for a typical case for a circular jet are shown
in Figures 4.5 and 4.6.
A series of runs was made for both the plane and circular
jet cases to investigate the effects of geometry on performance. The
results for all cases are summarized in Figure 4.7.** Since the jet
exit-to-deflector spacing has the greatest effect on reverser performance
it is perhaps of most interest. The effect of this parameter on reverse
performance is shown in Figure 4.8 for the round jet case. The turning
effectiveness increases with decreasing jet to deflector spacing as
expected since "spillage" is decreased. There is, however, an
accompanying decrease in mass flow rate with decreased spacing causing
an eventual decrease in reverser effectiveness. Note than an optimum
*The turning effectiveness, T, is defined as the ratio of reverse thrust
to the momentum flux measured at the cross section a distance L2 up-
stream of the jet exit. It may be calculated by simply determining the
angle through which the flow is turned. Comparison of actual turning
effectiveness with the ideal turning effectiveness which would result
if the flow left the deflector exactly parallel to the deflector surface is
an indication of the spillage. The reverser effectiveness, ar , is the
ratio of reverse thrust to the momentum flux which would exist at the
jet exit cross section in the absence of back pressuring effects (i.e.,
if the deflector were not present). It, therefore, includes the loss in
thrust associated with a reduced flow rate caused by the back pressuring
effect.
**The complete computer output for these 23 cases has been placed on
file at the Joint University Library in Nashville, Tennessee and is
available under the title "Two-Dimensional Jet Impingement Data
Under NGR-43-002-034".
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Fig. 4.7. Summary of Analytical Results
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spacing occurs at a deflector to jet spacing of approximately two.
Povolny, et al [13 ] experimentally investigated the effect of jet to
deflector spacing for the case of a round jet impinging on a hemisphere
(8 = 90°). Although their case is not identical to the one considered here
it is quite similar. They found an optimum spacing of about 1.8 diameters.
The effect of varying deflector width is shown in Figure 4.9.
Note that there is little to be gained by increasing deflector width above
about 1.75 diameters. This result also agrees quite well with Povolny's
experimental results. Figure 4.9 clearly illustrates the effect of back
pressuring. A jet to deflector spacing of one diameter gives much better
turning effectiveness than a spacing of two diameters but the higher back
pressuring causes the reverser effectiveness to be lower.
The effect of turning angle is illustrated in Figure 4.10. As
0 increases both the turning effectiveness and reverser effectiveness
increase monotonically. The back pressuring loss shows essentially
no increase with turning angle for the geometry considered here.
The purpose of including a length of duct L2 was to investi-
gate the effect of back pressuring. Since the resulting straight section
of duct may not be representative of practical cases, the effect of L2/L
was not studied exhaustively. It was assumed that increasing L2/L 1
beyond 1.0 would have little effect on the predicted performance. The
validity of this assumption is demonstrated by comparison of cases A-9
and A-13 in Figure 4.7.
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Fig. 4.9. The Effect of Deflector Width on Reverser Performance
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4.2 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
Two experimental investigations of impinging jets have been
made since the last report [1 ] . The first of these was a brief exami-
nation and extension of the results obtained on the two-dimensional
cascade reverser/blown-flap thrust reverser model previously reported.
The second investigation, and the main experimental effort was that of
a round jet impinging on the interior surface of a wedge whose included
angle could be varied from 450 to 1800. This simple, three-dimensional
geometry was selected with the hope that through these studies a method
of extending the analytical techniques developed thus far would evolve.
The results of both investigations are presented in the following sections.
4.2.1. Experimental Results of the Cascade Reverser/Blown-Flap Model
Previous studies of the cascade reverser/blown-flap reverser
model [1 ] revealed large discrepancies between the analytical and the
experimental results. The experimental thrust measurements and surface
static pressures were much less than that predicted by the analysis
(see Fig'. 4. 11). This experimental result was further verified by making
a velocity traverse at the edge of the deflector where it was found that
the actual flow velocity was inclined at an angle of 250. (This angle is
indicated in Fig. 4.12 which illustrates the geometry of the system.)
If the flow had been completely turned by the deflector, the exit angle
would have been 54 ° . The measured exit flow direction corresponds to
a reverser effectiveness equal to that obtained in the previous reverse
thrust measurements.
1 2 3 4 5 6
Fig, 4.11.
DISTANCE, INCHES
Comparison of Analytical and Experimental Results
for the Blown Flap Thrust Reverser
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It was speculated that the flow must be greatly influenced
by the adverse pressure gradient existing within the interior flow, and
that separation of the flow was a distinct possibility. Separation was
confirmed by making flow visualization tests. Fig-. 4.12 also shows
the area of the separated zone. The zone is extensive; it covers roughly
65% of the curved portion of the deflector.
Obviously, the analytical methods based upon potential flow
theory will be inappropriate to this type geometry. In general, it is
believed that any thrust reverser exhibiting very extensive areas of
adverse pressure gradients along solid surfaces cannot be modeled by
potential flow theory. Presently, an attempt is being made to adopt the
methods of Patankar-Spalding [16] to the problem of predicting those
cases when separation will occur and to predict the location of the point
of separation. As analytical methods of this type of flow become
available, additional experimental work will be conducted to determine
their overall suitability.
4.2.2 Experimental Results of the Wedge-Shaped Deflector Model
The nozzle of the existing jet apparatus was redesigned and
constructed so that a circular jet would be available for these studies.
The nozzle was constructed in two sections in order that different
axisymmetric jets could be investigated. The first section converged
from a 16 in. square to a flanged 6 in. square. A circular 3-3/4 in. I.D.
plexiglas tube 14 in. long was connected to the first section of the
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flange. The jet exiting from this tube at up to 250 feet per second
impinged upon the wedge shaped deflector, which was 16 in. on a
side when in the flat position. The wedge was hinged along the center-
line. It was constructed of plywood with 1/16 in. plexiglas covering
the jet impingement side. The included angle of the wedge-shaped
deflector could be varied from 450 to 1800° .
The instrumentation consisted primarily of a 3/32 in. O.D.
stagnation probe with a pressure opening of 1/32 in. and a manometer
system. The probe was mounted so that it could be moved along the
edge of the deflector at the top and at the side so that one quadrant of
the flow could be examined. The probe could also be moved in a
transverse direction with respect to the surface of the deflector in
increments as small as 0.05 in. To map the exiting flow, it was
necessary to be able to measure the angular orientation of the flow
besides locating the x, y, z coordinates of the probe tip. To do this
correctly, two angles should have been measured, i.e. the angle flow
made with respect to the surface tangent and the angle the flow made
with respect to the plane of symmetry. This was not possible with the
apparatus; instead only the latter angle could be determined. It is felt
that it is the most important one since the angle that the flow made
with respect to the surface tangent in most cases was small. Besides
the exit velocity measurements, the total force acting on the deflector
as well as the flow rate issuing from the jet were determined.
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Next, velocity traverses were made at included wedge angles
of 60 ° , 90 ° , 120° , 150° , and 1800. Normalized stagnation pressure
profiles for the 90 ° included angle case are shown in Fig. 4.17. It is
obvious that the velocity and the extent of the wall jet leaving the apex
of the deflector are much larger than those leaving the side of the deflector,
position 8, 8 (x = 8, y = 8). (See Fig. 4.14.) Flow from the sides of
the deflector was relatively small and most was entrained back into the
jet and finally left the deflector at the apex position. This was verified
by flow visualization tests. The boundary layer thickness was estimated
at each x, y location. The results for all cases of included angle are
shown in Fig. 4.18. Consider the extreme positions of included angle. It is
seen that for the 600 deflector, the boundary layer thickness was 3.2 in.
at the apex and only 0.5 in. thick at the side. For the 1800 case,
symmetrical boundary layer thicknesses and velocity profiles for the
quadrant were obtained. The boundary layer thickness at the top and
the side was 1.0 in. Since the boundary layer thickness was symmetrical
about the 45 0 angle, it was judged that the jet and deflector were well aligned.
With the thrust load measurements available, it was possible
to determine directly the effect of included angle on the thrust load.
The results are shown in Fig. 4.19. Thrust increased as the included
angle was decreased from 1800 to a value of approximately 1350. Below
this the thrust fell off appreciably. Two factors caused this drop in
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Fig. 4.17. Stagnation Pressure Profiles for the Thrust Reverser
with a 90 ° Included Wedge Angle
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performance. First, no entrainment of the jet flow occurred at 1800, but
as the angle was reduced more and more jet flow from the sides of the
deflector was entrained by flow from the apex of the deflector. Secondly,
as the included angle was made smaller, the deflector tended to shut off
the flow from the jet, due to back pressuring, even though the apex
of the deflector was not moved. As a result, at 600 included angle the
load was even less than that which would be measured by impingement
on a flat plate at the reference flow rate.
Finally, to investigate possible similarity of the velocity
data, the results from typical velocity traverses were plotted in the
usual form for a wall jet. The total pressure results were non-
dimensionalized by forming the ratio of total pressure to the maximum
total pressure measured at any single (x,y) position. The z - coordinate
was normalized by using the "half jet" thickness measured at each (x, y)
position. These results are shown in Fig. 4.20. While the data points
tend to fall close to a single curve, there are clearly differences. To
illustrate these differences several curves have been drawn to show
clearly the amount of variation between the various traverses. Thus,
there is some doubt whether similarity of the velocity profiles is present,
although there is good reason to expect it. This study should be extended
to determine whether or not there are logical ways of modeling this type
of flow based on the findings presented here.
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5. PLANNED FURTHER WORK
During the next reporting period, the principal theme will
be consolidation and completion of work already initiated, however,
some new work will be begun. The planned projects are listed below:
(1) The mathematical model of the flow field near
an aircraft engine operating in reverse thrust
will be completed.
(2) An analysis of the (1800) opposing circular jet
will be conducted and the results compared
with those from a brief experimental study.
(3) A turbulent flow solution (including prediction of
the separation point) for the two-dimensional
jet deflected by an arbitrary surface will be
completed.
(4) Round jet impingement testing on three-
dimensional surfaces will be completed.
(5) The study of the use of flaps as thrust reversers
will be completed.
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APPENDIX A
TRANSVERSE JET TEMPERATURE AND VELOCITY DATA
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TABLE A-1, TEST 24
VR= 10, as = 1350
x/dT y/d lu/v, I u+v/Vc a
0 5 0.33 0.33 180
4.4 2.75 04.32 129
5.0 2.49 4.55 123
7.5 0.50 0.66 139
10 0.50 0.50 0
15 0.42 0.50 34
20 0.33 0.50 48
25 0.50 0.75 48
0 10 0.25 0.25 180
5 0.50 0.83 127
8 1.90 3.90 123
10 1.16 1.82 129
15 0.50 0.58 31
20 0.42 0.58 44
25 0.42 0.58 44
0 20 0.25 0.25 180
5 0.25 0.25 180
10 1.0 2.16 118
12.5 1.24 3.15 113
15 1.0 2.16 118
20 0.42 0.42 0
25 0.42 0.42 0
10 30 0.66 1.75 112
15 1.0 2.66 112
20 0.50 1.0 120
25 0.33 0.33 0
5 40 .50 0.58 31
10 0.91 1.99 63
12 1.0 2.49 66
15 0.91 2.32 67
20 0.66 1.40 62
25 0.42 0.50 34
0 50 1.0 1.33 41
5 1.16 2.07 56
7.5 1.24 2.16 55
10 1.16 2.16 58
15 0.83 1.40 54
20 0.66 0.83 26
25 0.50 0.66 41
0 60 1.24 1.99 51
5 1.16 1.83 50
10 1.0 1.49 48
15 0.66 1.0 48
20 0.58 0.83 46
TABLE A-2, TEST 25
VR = 5, aJ= 1350
Iu/V.l 
0.41
1.04
0.91
0.29
0.33
0.75
0.79
0.41
0.29
0.33
0.58
0.70
0.75
0.66
0.37
0.41
0.54
0.95
0.91
0.66
0.50
0.50
0.58
0.91
1.12
1.16
1.04
0.83
0.58
0.58
1.08
1.33
1.33
1.16
0.79
0.66
0.62
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y/dI
5
10
15
20
x/dI
2.5
4
5
10
15
5
6
7.5
10
15
2.5
5
6.4
7.5
10
15
0
2.5
5
7.5
1.0
15
-5
-2.5
0
1.0
2.5
5
10
15
-10
-5
-3
0
5
10
15
+V/V I
0.99
1.99
0.95
0.29
0.33
2.11
1.82
0.66
0.33
0.41
1.16
1.90
1.49
0.95
0.46
0.41
0.87
1.78
1.58
0.99
0.75
0.62
0.66
1.24
1.62
1.74
1.74
1.325
0.79
0.66
1.16
1.58
1.70
1.49
1.08
.79
.75
25
a
115
121
163
0
0
111
116
129
29
37
60
68
60
46
35
0
52
58
55
48
48
37
29
43
46
48
53
51
43
29
22
33
39
39
43
33
33
30
115TABLE A-3, TEST 30
VR:= 5 , a = 1500
X/d1 y/d1 IuA/ I lu+v/VIl a
5 5 0.63 1.35 118
7 1.10 1.69 131
10 0.59 0.59 180
15 0.42 0.42 0
20 0.34 0.34 0
8.2 10 0.72 1.69 115
10 0.76 1.47 121
12.5 0.63 0.76 146
15 0.46 0.46 180
20 0.34 0.42 26
10 15 0.59 1.39 115
12.5 0.67 1.18 125
15 0.55 0.67 144
5 20 0.34 0.42 143
10 0.63 1.39 63
12.5 0.67 1.35 60
15 0.59 0.84 46
20 0.51 0.59 31
5 25 0.67 0.93 43
7.5 0.84 1.14 42
10 0.80 1.27 51
15 0.87 0.84 37
20 0.59 0.63 21
-10 30 0.38 0.42 154
-5 0.46 0.55 148
0 0.80 0.84 18
5 0.93 1.35 47
7.5 0.93 1.43 50
10 0.89 1.35 49
15 0.76 0.89 39
20 0.67 0.84 37
-10 35 0.67 0.84 37
-5 0.93 1.10 32
0 1.10 1.26 30
5 1.05 1.35 39
10 0.89 1.18 41
15 0.76 1.01 41
20 0.72 0.89 36
-10 40 1.05 1.14 22
-5 1.14 1.39 35
-2.5 1.18 1.39 32
0 1.10 1.39 38
5 1.01 1.26 37
10 0.89 1.10 36
15 0.76 0.97 38
20 0.76 0.84 26
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TABLE A-4, TEST 31
VR= 10, ca = 1500
x/dj y/d lu/v I |u+v/VIi a
5 5 0.34 0.42 137
7.5 1.43 2.94 119
10 2.35 3.28 136
0 10 0.34 0.34 180
5 0.34 0.34 180
10 0.50 0.50 180
15 1.77 2.85 132
20 1.01 1.68 127
25 0.50 0.59 31
30 0.50 0.50 0
0 20 0.34 0.34 180
5 0.34 0.34 180
10 0.34 0.34 180
20 1.09 1.93 124
22 1.18 2.26 121
25 1.01 1.93 121
30 0.59 0.84 46
20 30 0.67 1.01 132
25 0.92 1.85 120
30 0.67 1.68 114
0 40 0.34 0.34 180
5 0.34 0.34 180
15 0.50 0.50 180
20 0.76 1.18 130
25 0.84 1.77 118
26 0.84 1.85 117
30 0.67 1.51 116
0 50 0.34 0.34 0
5 0.42 0.42 0
15 0.84 1.18 44
20 0.84 1.51 56
25 0.84 1.68 60
30 0.67 1.34 60
0 60 0.67 0.67 0
5 0.76 0.84 26
10 1.01 1.18 51
15 1.01 1.51 48
20 1.01 1.51 48
25 0.84 1.34 51
30 0.67 1.09 52
0 70 1.01 1.09 23
5 1.09 1.34 36
10 1.09 1.43 40
15 1.01 1.51 48
20 0.92 1.34 47
25 0.84 1.18 44
30 0.76 0.84 26
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TABLE A-5, TEST 35
VR= 5, aJ= 1200
x/dj y/dj /V. | +v/VI a
1.8 5 0.94 2.23 115
5.0 0.30 0.34 29
10 0.24 0.24 0
15 0.26 0.26 0
20 0.26 0.26 0
2.5 10 0.73 1.98 112
5 0.34 0.34 180
10 0.26 0.34 42
15 0.43 0.43 0
20 0.47 0.51 33
-5 15 0.17 0.17 180
0 0.51 1.11 61
2 0.69 1.71 66
5 0.47 0.69 47
10 0.43 0.51 34
15 0.51 0.69 42
20 0.56 0.77 44
-5 20 0.51 0.51 0
0 1.03 1.63 51
5 0.56 0.73 40
10 0.60 0.69 29
15 0.64 0.69 20
20 0.69 0.73 19
-10 25 0.56 0.69 36
5 1.28 1.50 31
0 0.94 1.28 43
5 0.69 0.86 37
10 0.69 0.77 27
15 0.69 0.73 20
20 0.69 0.69 0
TABLE A-6, TEST 36 118
VR= 10, aj = 1200
x/dj y/d lu/Vl l u+vA/V a
2.5 5 1.97 3.95 120
10 0.34 0.43 66
15 0.26 0.26 0
20 0.26 0.26 0
25 0.26 0.26 0
4 10 1.46 3.35 115
5 1.37 3.42 114
10 0.43 0.60 44
15 0.34 0.52 48
20 0.34 0.34 0
25 0.34 0.43 66
0 20 0.34 0.34 180
5 0.94 2.81 114
6 1.03 2.91 111
10 0.69 1.11 128
15 0.43 0.43 0
20 0.52 0.52 0
25 0.60 0.60 0
0 30 0.69 0.77 27
5 1.03 2.40 65
6 1.03 2.49 66
10 0.69 1.37 60
15 0.43 0.52 34
20 0.52 0.6 31
25 0.60 0.69 29
0 40 1.29 2.23 55
5 1.11 1.89 54
10 0.69 0.94 43
15 0.60 0.69 29
20 0.52 0.69 42
TABLE A-7, TEST 37
VR = 20, aj = 1200
I U/v ... I
0.69
4.95
1.37
0.69
0.69
0.69
0.69
0.69
3.25
0.86
0.69
0.69
.51
1.03
2.39
2.39
1.03
0.69
0.51
0.34
0.51
1.54
1 71
1.71
0.69
0.51
0.34
0.69
1.03
1.54
1.54
1.20
0.69
0.34
0.69
1.03
1.37
1.37
1.20
0.69
x/dj y/d,
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5
10
20
30
0
3
5
10
15
20
25
0
5
10
15
20
0
5
9
10
15
20
25
0
5
10
12.4
15
20
25
0
5
10
14
15
20
25
0
5
10
14
15
20
25
lu+v/V. I
0.69
7.53
1.37
0.86
0.69
0.69
0.69
0.69
7.53
1.03
0.86
0.86
0.51
1.03
5.80
5.30
1.03
0.69
0.69
0.34
0.69
3.97
4.80
3.43
0.86
0.51
0.34
0.86
3.08
4.14
3.97
1.71
0.69
0.51
1.03
2.74
3.76
3.97
2.07
0.86
a
180
121
180
.0
0
0
0
180
116
34
37
37
180
180
114
117
0
0
42
180
138
113
111
120
143
0
180
143
110
112
113
134
0
132
132
112
111
110
126
137
40
50
(Continued)
x/dj
0
5
10
14
15
20
25
0
5
10
12
15
20
25
0
5
10
15
20
25
y/dJ
60
70
80
TABLE A-7, TEST 37
VR = 20, a = 1200
lu/*v I
0.51
0.86
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.03
0.69
0.69
1.03
1.20
1.37
1.20
1.03
0.69
1.03
1.2
1.37
1.20
1.03
0.86
120
lu+v/Vl 
0.69
1.37
2.74
3.43
3.08
2.39
1.2
1.03
2.07
2.91
3.08
2.74
1.88
1.03
1.71
2.57
3.08
2.39
1.71
1.03
a
42
51
64
70
67
65
55
48
60
66
64
64
57
48
53
62
64
60
53
34
121
APPENDIX B
COMPUTER LISTING AND SAMPLE OUTPUT -
CIRCULAR JET IMPINGING ON CURVED SURFACE
122
< .- A:CRCULAR JET IMPINGINIG ON A CURVED SURFACE
DIMrENSION F(33,33),DXR(33,33),DXL (33,33),DYU(33,33),DYD(33,33)
I, X(33!,Y(33)FPI(33l ,5),NVP(33),NHP(33?)Y1(33 25)
..... .. DIM.E.NSION YS 33 ) X$.(33) -.PP(33) P.SL (33) .....
DIMENSION IS(33),JS(33)#OXS(33),X1(33,15)
*, i : DIMENSION FS( 3)p FSX(33) FO (33,33) NHP2(33),YN(33 ,15)
..... . .DIMENS:ION NHS..(33),XSL(33)FSXL (33),pNHPP(33) . . . ..
DIMENSION V(33,33),ANGLE(33,33)
DIMENSION LCASE(33,33),OYUR(33,33),DYDR(33,33),DXRR(33,33),
.... DXLR(33,33) 
DIMENSION VSS(33,33)
i'8C , 'FLUIO PROPERTIES AND MACH NUMBER
AK.1.4
RCON"53.3rn STIL~a5 T AT*530Q
:' ?, PSTAT'14.696*144,
RHOSuPSTAT/RCON/TSTAT
.. TT.O.T,TSTAT*( , ( AK- I )* .5*AMACH**2)
PTOT.PSTAT*(TTOT/TSTAT)**(AK/C AK-I.))
RHOT.RHOS*(TTOT/TSTAT)**(../(AK-l.))
CZEROS QRT.( 32. 16*AK.*RCUON*TTOT) .
:+ CNORM.SQRT(32*, 6*AK*RCON*TSTAT) -
;:· VNORMmAMACH*CNORM
............ CZERUCZERO./VNORM
OUTPUT PSTATPTOTTTOTRHOSRHOTAMACHCNORMCZEROVNORM
INPUT OF INITIAL INFORMATION
-..... L S. ..................................
.: .. .STOP10 :
·:.... . NSP ........... 
NH 12
NJV.16
I ..... NU V m,?-A.3 
-
...
ALI·.,
AL2w1.
. A.. AL3.L. 5
* ~ AL401..5
ANHwNH
ANVSNV
;.:~ S..P.... NSP*. ....... ...
*ii NSPMLaANSP-1
NSP2I(NSP*1)/2
... :NH.Pi a NH+ .............. .
. ~-4 NHPlSNH-I
,...; NVP INV;+1'
..NJVMl.. .. IN.JVV.-
FACTORI.00002
TMAXm2,*3,141592b~*L*ALl
DXi:=AL1/(ANSP-1.)
OX2=(AL4-AL1)/(ANHN-A SP+1.)
DYI=AL3/(ANJV-1) 123
DY2=AL2/(A NV+1.-ANJV)
C DETERMINA1ION OF GRID POINT LOCATIONS
D0 501 J=loNSPMI
AJ=J-1
501 X(J)=AJ*DX1
DO 502 J=NSPpNHP1
AJ=J-NSP
X(J )ALI+AJ*DX2
502 Xl(Jl)=X(J)
DD 503 I=l1NJV
AI=I-1
503 y(i)*Al*Y1
DO 504 I=NJVP1JlIVPI
A I = I - NJV
504 Y(I)nAL3+AI*DY2
C SPECIFICATION OF PLATE LOCATION
;E, AE=45.
ZETE=ZETAE*3, 1415926/180 .
A2=TAN(ZETAE)*TAhN(ETAe)
A3=X(NHP1)*X(NHP1)
A=3*A2-4. ,A1*A1
B=4.*A1**3*-2.*A1*43*Aa
C=Ai1*1*A3*A2-A4**4,
GPi=l-B+SaRT({B*-4o.*A*C))/2./A
GPF2=(--SQRT(B*R-4.*A*C))/2./A
GP=GP1
G=GP*GP
FF=A3*G/ (2.*A1*SQRT (G )-AI*Al )
OLJ iPUT ZETElA1,2Ak,3,A, BCGP 1,GP2lG.,FF
DD 320 J=1,~NlP1
GP=AbS(GP)
320 yS'J)=GP-ST ((l1.- -x(J)*x(J)/ FF)*G)
'WRITF(bo4500)(YS(J)pJ=lNHPl)
4500 FORMAT(E10.4)
C INITIAL FREE STRE!ALINE LOCATInN
Yl(HNSPp )=AL3+.75
Y2zYS(MHP1)
Y33=Y2+AL 1*2/AL4
DO 301 J=NSPP1,I'HP1
301 Y1(j )=.5*( (Y1 (t4SP 1)+(Y33-Y1 (SP 1))* (J-NSP)/(NHP1-NSP) )+YS ( )
Y3=Y3 (i'~Hl 1 )
1 (;iP ~ 1)=~L~
LCATIi]Ui4 F PLATE
OC 4 I=2,NV
IF y(I).GT,Y2,ANO.Y(I-1),LT.Y2)T II
4 CJ.iJTINUE
72 COr.TINUF
C qPECIPICAlIN m hNODE SPACING
GD 505 I=1,NJVM1
DO 505 J=1,NSPM1
UDX 1(l'J)=DX1
DYJ(IJ)=DY1
505 DY (I J>=O 1
DO 506 I=ZpNVP!
t00 506 J=NSPP1JHHP1
DXL(1,J)=DX2
DXK(I sJ)=0X
DYU(iiJ)=DY1
5Cb .Q8DD(I~J)=OYL
DfJ 507 I1).NiJV
DXR( IINSP)=DX2
DXL( INSrP)=)X
DYU( I NSP) DY
507 DYU( I,NSP ) =Y 124
DO 508 IzNJVP1sNVPJ
DO 508 J=lNSP
DXL( I,*J)uDX1
OXR( IoJ) DX,
DYJ( I, J)"DY2
508 Y( I, J ) =DY2
D0 509 Ji,1NSP
DXL(NJVjJ)=DX)
DXKH(NJVJ)=DXl
DYU(NJV, J)=DY2
509 YD (NJV J ) Dyl
DU 400 I=1,NVP1
o0 400 J:=1NHP1
V( IJ)=0
400 ANGLE(I, J )O.
C DETERMIiE XS(I) AND NHP(I)
DOn 14 I=li'VP1
NHP ( I ) NH
14 NHS ( I)=2
I1L=l,
DU 200 I=2oNV
IF (Y( I) .GE.Y5(1) .AiNDY(I-1) LT,YS() i IIL=I
200 COiTlr NUE
I 1LMlI IL- 1
I 1LPZI 1L+2
I IAHX=I 1
IF(I1L.GT.If)1TMAX=IlL
C DETERMINE XS(I), XSL(I), NHS(I), NHP(II), DXR(IIJ),DXL(IIJ), AND
C nyD(il,J)
Dii 201 I=2,I1MMAX
DO 201 J=1,Nh
IFY5(J),GTV (I),AND,Y S(J+i).LT,Y(I))GO TO 203
IF(YS(J ) .LT,Y( I) .ANDYY(J ) GTY I )GO TO 204
GOl TU 202
203 i' , ( I ) J+1
XSL( I )=X(J ) +iXR (iJ)1 (YS (J) -Y I I ) / (¥V ( J)-¥S IJ+1 ?
DXL(I,J+1)=X(J+1)-XSL( I )
.r, TO Z02.
20W4 Ni-J ( I ) =J
H P P (I) =NHP ( I)
XS I )=X(J)+OXR(IJ )*(Y( I )-YS(J))/(YS(J+1)-YS(J) )
:X( I,J ) XS( I ) -x ( J )
z0O COT i ,luE
UYDD=Y( I )-YS J)
IF (DYDD.LT.OY)DY(I ,IJ)=DYDO
201 C[iT IItIiUE
nETERhiI 4lE IrhTtRCEPTS FrR CLNSTi'4T POTENrTIALS AT PLATE
J, 2 r .lpm NHP1
I=i
207 1=I+1
IF(Y(I-I1)LE*YS(J).AND.y(I.GT.yv(,Jj))G TOr 206
GC TU 207
206 IS(J)=I
IF(J.EQ.1)IL1C;=(YS(2 )-YS(l ))/DXI
iF(!JEQ.I)GO TO 209
IF J.EQ. NHF1)SL10=(YS( IiHP l)-YS(lH))/VX2
IF(J,EQ.NHP1 )GC TO 208
DX=nX1
IF ( , GE. NSPl ) UX:FiX2
IF ( J,.EQ.NSP) )X=, 5*(( OX1XDX2)
SLiO=(YS(J+1)-YS(J-l) )~.5/D
206 CONTiNUE
IF(YS(J).LE..0OOOOO)GO TO 405
ISJ=IS(J)
XTEMP=X(J)+(Y(ISJ)-YS(J))*(-SL1O)
L=O 125
11 L=L+1
IF(XTEMPLT.X(L+i).AND.XTEMP.GT.X(L))GO TO 210
GO TO 211
210 JS(J)aL
DXDXI1
IF(J#GT.NlSP) DXDX2
DXS(J)=(XTEMP-X(L))/OX
GO TO 205
405 DXS(l))O0
JS(1)al
205 CONTINUE
C OETERMIi'E NVP(J)
DO 21 J=l:,HP1
IF(J LT.NSP)NVP J),NV
IF(JLTNSP)GO TO 21
IF(JEQ.NSP)NVP(J)=NJV-1
IFiJE'.NSP)GO TO 21
I=0o
22 I-i+l
IF(y(I). LT.Y (J,1) NVP(J)I
IF(Y(I).LT.YI(J,1))GO TO 22
21 CONTINUE
DD 38 J:NSPPINHP!
I =-4NV ( J)
38 Yv(ulJ) Yl(Jl )-Y(I)
C DETERMINE NVPMIN
NVPMIN=NVP(1)
DO 2d J=2,NHPl
IFNVP(J), LENVPHIN)NVPMIN-=!VP (J)
28 CONTiNUE
CG DETERMItE LOCATION OF SPECIAL BOUNDARY POINTS
DU 37 I=IlNVPl
37 NHP2(I)=O
OD[ 23 J=NsSPNH
iF(NVP(J).G;FNVP(J+l) )KMlAX1= +NVP(J)-NVP(J+i)
IF(NVP(J).LT, NVP(JJ+l))KMAX=l-NVP(J)+NVP(J+l)
IF(KMAX.LE.1)GU TU 23
D00 25 K=2ZKMAX
I NVP (J) +2-K
IF(NVP(J),LT,NVP(J+1))I-NVP(J)-l+K
Y1 (j.v K) =Y(I )
DX=:X2
Xi(J k.K)=A(u)+DX Y 1(JIL)-Y (I))/ (Y1(d,.)-Y (J+..1))
IF(NVP(J),LTNVP(J+ l))DXL(IJJ+l) X(J+l)-X.(JK)
.IF;NVP(J),GENVP(J+l))DXR(I.,J)X(J.,K)-X(J)
IF(NVP(J),LT,NVP(J+1))GO TO 35
H0O
26 Ml:,i+
IF(X(M).LTl(J.,K))NHP(I)=M
IF(X(M).LT.XL(JK))GO TO 26
GO TO 702
35 M. 0
36 Mr=,+l
IF(X(M).LT.Xl(JJ,K))NHP2( I)-M+
IF(X(M1) ,LT.XL(J,,) )G 'I'D 36
702 CONTI IrJ E
25 CONTINUE
23 CONTINUE
IF(Tl.GT.NVPMIN)G0 TO 704
Dn 27 I=IlrNVPjMIN
27 NiHtP ( I )=HH
704 CONTINUE
NST=NJVM1
DO 520 J=NSPNHP1
520 IF(NVP(J).GT.NST)NSToNVP(J) 126
NSTP 1 NST+1
D0 29 I=NSTPINVP1
29 NHP(I)=NSPM1
C CALCULATION oF VELOCITY POTENTIAL AT BOUNDARY POINTS
Fl(NSP 1)=0.
00 30 J=NSPNH
KMAX=1+NVP(J)-NVP(J+I)
IF(NVP(J)!,LT.NVP(J+1))KMAX=l+NVP(J+l-NVP(J)
IF(KMAX.EQ.lGO TO 31
DO 32 K=2,KMAX
F1(JJK)=Fi(JiK-I)+SQRT((Xi1JoK)mXl(JiK-1))**Z+(YI(JK)-YI(JoK-1))?
1 **2)
32 CONTINUE
FLASTF1i(J,KMAX)
YLAST=Y1(JKMAX)
XLASTX1I(JKHAX)
GO TD 33
31 FLAST.Fl(Jol)
XLASTXl1(J,1)
YLAST=Yl(J,1)
33 CONTINUE
Fl(J+ll)=FLAST+SQRT((Yl(J+ll)-YLAST)**Z+ (X1(J+ll)-XLAST)**2)
30 CONTINUE
UO 34 I=INV
34 F(I,NHP1)=Fl(NHP1,J)
C INPUT OF INITIAL VALUES OF F,(IJ)
IF(NTRY.GT.O)GO TO 39
DO 40 IulsNVP1
DO 40 J=lpNHPI
40 F(iJ)=O.
DO 41 J=NSP,NHP1
D0 41 I=liNV
41 F(IlJ)=Fl(J1l)
DO 42 I=NJVoNVP1
DO 4Z J=1,NSP
AI=I
42 F(I,J)=-(AI-ANJV)*OY2
Du 43 J=INHP1
43 FS(J)=F(1,J)
39 CIONTINUE
L=O
IF(NTRY.LT.ICOM)GO TO 521
C DETERMINArION OF LCASE(IJ)
EPS:IE-7
DO 531 I1l,NVPI
DO 531 J=l,NHP1
LC4SE(IJ)=9
DIFX=ABS(DXR(I,J)-DXL(IJ))
DIY=ABS(DYD(IJJ-DYU(IJ))
IF DIFX.LT,EP$,AND.DIFYLTEPS)CO TO 522
IF(DIFX.GE.EPS.AND.DIFY,GEEPS)GO TO 554
IF(DYU(IjJ).LE.DYO(IJ)-EPS)LCASE(IJJ)=I
IF(DYD(IJ).LE.DYU(IJ)-EPS)LCASE(IJ)=5
IF(DXR(IJ).LE.DXL(IJ)-EPS)LCASEC(IJ)=3
IF(DXL(IoJ).LE.OXR(IJ)-EPS)LCASE(I,J)=7
GO TU 522
554 IF(DYU(IJ),LE.DYD(XIJ)-EPS)GO TO 555
IF(DXR(IJJ).LE*DXL(IJJ)-EPS)LCASE(I,J)=4
IF(DXL(IOJ),LEDXR(IJ)-EPS)LCASE(IZJ)=6
GO TO 522
555 IF(nXR(IJ),LE.DXL(I,J)-EPS)LCASE(IJ)=2
IF(cAL(IJ).LE.DXRt(IJ)-EPS)LCASE(I,J)w8
522 Ci4JTINUE
C DETERMINATIUN OF SPACING FOR COMPRESSIBLE CASE
LCIJ=LCASE(I)J)
GO TO (523,524,525,52Z.27,528,52 9 ,9530,531),LCIJ 127
523 DYUp(I4J)DUVU(IIJ)/DYD(IIJ)
DYD(1,J)=DYUC(lJ)
GO TO 531
524 DYbR( IJ)=OYU(IIJ)/DYD( IJ)
DXRRi¢IJ)=OXR(IAJ)/DXL(Z)J)
DYD(IJ)=DYU(IJ)
DXL(IIJ)CDXR(IJ).
GO TU 531
525 DXRR(IJ)=DXR(IJJ)/DXL(IC J)
DXL(IJ)uDXR(IJ)
GO TO 531
526 DYDR(IoJ)=DYD(IJ)/DYU(IIJ)
DXRR(IJ)=DXR(iJJ)/DXL(IJ)
DYU(IJ)=DYD(I,J)
DXL(IjJ)=0XR(IpJ)
GO To 531
527 DYDR(IJJ)=DYD(IJ )/DYU(IpJ)
DYU(IC J)=DYD(I1J)
GO TU 531
528 DYDRi)(IJ)=DYO( IJ)/OYU(IJ)
DXLR(I J)=DXL(IJ)/DXR(IIJ)
DYU(I, J ) =DYD(I, J )
DXR(IJ)=DXL(IJJ)
GO TO 531
529 UXLR(IpJ)=DXL(IxJ)/DXR(I[J)
DXR(IJ)=DXL(IIJ)
GU TO 531
530 DYUR(IJ)=OYU(IIJ)/DYD(IIJ)
UXLR(IJ)=UXL(IJ)/DXR(IiJ)
DYo(IJ)=DYU(IJ)
DXr(IJ)=DXL(IJ)
531 CONTINUE
521 CONTINUE
c SAVE VALlJES OF F(1,J)
53 CONTINUE.
DO 54 I=I1NVP1
DC 54 J=lNHP1
54 FO(I)J)=F(IJJ)
C ITERATION ON F(IJ)
C POINTS QO THE PLATE
DO 212 J=1,NHP1
1SJ=IS(J)
JS=JS ( J)
212 FS(J)=F(ISJJJSJ)+DXS(J)*(F(ISJJSJ+1)-F(ISJ)JSJ))
IF(I1L.EQ.2)GQ TO 213
UC 214 I=2, IlLM1
JLNiHS( I )-1
214 [SxL(I)=FS(JL)+(XSL(I)-X(JL )/C((JL+1)-XCJL))*(FS(JL+)-FS(JL))
213 IFLI1,E0.2)Gj T[i 216
nlJ 215 I=2 I1Mi
JL=NHPP(I)
215 FSx(I)=FS(JL)+(XS( I )-x(JL))/(X(JL+1)-X(JL))*(FSJL+1)FS(JL ) )
216 CONTINUE
L INTERI[IR POINTS
DU 47 I=2,NV
F(i,1)=F(I)2)
IF(LS.EQ.O)GO TO 330
GY'DY1
F(IEQ.NJV)DY=.5*( OYI+DY2)
IF T.GT.N4JVi)DY=Y2
iF(tEQ.II L)VY,((FF(I+L,1)-FI,I)))/)Y1)I
ANkGLE(I 1l)-90,
V(Is1)4ABS(VY)
330 CO!TINUE
JLAST-NHP(I)
IF(I.EQ.NJV)JLAST=NSPM1-l 128
IF(NHP2() 1 N) E,O)JLASTNH
JFIRSTaNHS(I)
DO 48 J=JFIRSTJLAST
IF(ILT.NJVOR. IGENSTPl)Gn TO 580
IF(JGT.NSPM1,AND.JLT.NHP2(I))GD TO 48
580 CONTINUE
F( I .EQ.NJV.AND.j.EQ.NSPM1)GO TO 48
FR=F(IPJ+1)
F.=F(IJ-1)
FU=F(I+1,J)
FD:F(I-iAJ)
FIJD=F( I+lJ+ )
FD=F( I-+,J+1)
FDL=F(I-1*J-[)
IFi(Y(I)-YS(J)),LT.DY1)FD=FS(J)
IF(J.EQ.NHS(I).AN. I.LI . I1L)FL=FSXL( I)
IF(NHP2(I).EQ.O)Gr TO 49
Kai-NVP(J-1)+l
IF(JEQ.NHP2(I))FL=FI(j-l1K)
49 CONTINUE
IF(IEQ.NV)GO TO 75
IF(IFQ*.NVP(J))FUR=F1(J,1)
75 CONTINUE
IF(I.GT.I1)GO TO 50
IF(J.GT.iNHPP(I-1).ND.JLE..NHPP(I))FDxFS(J)
IF IEQ.2,ANO,J,LE.NHPP(I))FD=FS(J)
IF(IEQ. 1)GIJ TO 59
IF(J.EQ.NHPP(I))FRFSX( I)
50 COi'TINUE
IFiJ,EQ.NH)GU TU 59
IF(IGE.NJV)GO TU 59
K=NVP(J)+2-I
IF(J4EQ.NHP(I).ArIGD..Gl-,NVPMIN) FRFl](JK)
5 CONTINUE
iF(r.TPRY.LT.ICOM)Gn TO 551
C DETERHINE SURROUNDING POTENTIALS FUR COMPRESSIBLE CASL
LCIJ=LCASE( IJ)
Un0 TU (533, 534, 535, 536 537, 538 339 540 532 ) LC IJ
533 FD=FD+*(1,-UYUR(IJ))*(F(IJ)-FD)
Fi;=FDL+(..-3DYUP(IJ))*(FL-FDL)
G(1 TLU 32
i34 FTLMP=FDL+(1.-DXDR(IJJ) *(FD-FUL)
F&)=FD+(1-DYUYUR(IJJ))*(F(4)-FO)
FL=F(1TE RP+( J,-DYUR(IJ))J(FL-FTEL P)FnL=FTLWtlP+( 1.-OVUR )>*(FL-FTEMP)
G6l Tj 532
535 FL=FL+(i.-OXRR(I,J))*(F(IJ)-FL)
FLiL=FUL+(1.-i)XRR(I J ))*(FU-FUL)
GCU TJ 532
536 FTEMP=FUL+(I-0XR R(IJJ))*(F!J-FUL)
F-U=FU+(I.-UYDR(R( IvJ))*(FC J)-FU)
FL=FL+(1.-6XRR(IJ))*(F(CIJ)-FL)
FUL=FTEMP+(1,-D)YDK(IJ))*(FL-FTEMP)
G; T!J 53Z
537 FU=FU+(1.-LDYOR(I/J))*(F(IJ)-FU)
FUR=FUR+(1.-JYDR(IPJ))*(FR-FUR)
GD TU 532
53d FTEPV=FUR+( I-QXLR(IJ))*(FL-FUP)
FU=FU+(1.-DYUR(IJ))*(F(lIJ)-FU)
FR=Fk+(1.-~XLE(IJ))*(F(I,J )-Fg)
FUk=FTEMP+(l.-PDYR(IJJ))*(FR-FTFMP)
GO TO 532
539 FR=FK+(l,-UXLR(IjJ))*(F(IJ)-FR) -
FDR=FDR+(1.-.XLR(I,J))*(FD-FDR) 129
GO TO 532
540 FTEMPqFDR+(1.-DXLR(IJJ))*(FO-FDR)
FR=FR+(1.-DXLR(IJ))*(F(XIJ)-FR)
FD=FD+(1,-UYUR(lJJ))*(F(IJ)-FD)'
FDR=FTEMP+(1,-DYUR(IJ))*(FR-FTEMP)
532 CONT INUE
CALCULATION nF POTENTIALS FOR COMPRESSIBLE CASE
FEK;,5*(FR-FL)/CDR(IoJ)
FEZr.5*(FU-FD)/DYD(IJ)
VS=CZERO**2-(AK-1.)*,5*(FER**2+FEZ**Z)
VSS(IJJ)=VS
G1=1,-FER*FER/VSS(I,J)
G2=1.-FEi*FEZ/VSS(IJ)
G3=2,*FEK*FEZ/VSS(IAJ)
G4=FER/X(J)
T1iG1*(FR+FL)/DXt(,lJ)**2+G2*(FU+FO)/DYD(IJ)**2+G4
1T2=G1*2./DXR(IJ)**2+G2*2./rYD(IUJ)**2
IXODY1I./DXR( IJ)/DYD( IJ)
LCIJOLCASE(I;J)
GO TU (542, 5 4 3k 44J545,546,547,548,549,550)'LCIJ
542 CONTINUE
.543 Tl=TI-G3*(FDL.FL-FD)*DXODY
T2=T2*G3*DXDDY
GO TO 541
544 CG"4TINUE
545 TI=TI-G3*(FU-FUL+FL)*OXODY
T2=TZ-G3*DXDDY
GO TO 541
546 CONTINUE
547 TL=TL-G3*(FUk-Fu-- FR)*DXDDY
T2=TZ+G3*DXDX Y
OD TO 541
548 CONTINUE
549 TI=TI-G3*(FR+FD-FDR)*DXDOY
1T2=TZ-G3*DXDDY
GO TU 541
550 TI=TI-G3*(Ft#I-F.,UL+FDL-FDR)/4,*UDODY
541 CONTINUE
F(ioJ)5Ti/Tf2
GO TO 552
551 CONTINUE
1'=-./(DXL(Ij,)+DXP(IJ))*(l./DXP(IJ)+i./DXL(IJ))+2t/(DYU(IJj)+
1 DOV(1,J)')*(1,/DYU(IJ)+i,/DYD(IJ) +.5*(1./DXR(IJ)-1/DXL(IJJ))
1 /XUJ)
F(I,J)=(2,/(DXL(IJ)+DXR(IJ))*(FR/DXR(IJ)+FL/DXL(IJ))+2,/
1 (DYU(IJ)+DYD(IJ))*(FU/DYU(IJJ)+FD/DYD(IJ))+5*(FR/DXRCIJ)-
1 FL/DXL(IIJ))/X(J)) / T
j52 CO;TINUE
IF(LS.EQ.0)GO TO 48
VX=(FR.-FL)/(.XR(I,J)+DXL(IpJ))
VY=:FU-FO)/(DYU(IJ)+DYD(I J))
ANGT=ATAN2(VY VX)
ANGL(lI,J)=ANGT*180./3.1415926
V( i,J)=SRT(V X*VX+VY*VY)
48 CONTINUE
IF(Y(I).GT.Y2,AlD.Y(I).LT.Y3)GO T'O 52
IF(ILE.NJV)G0 TU 47
F(IJNSP)R=F(I~NSPi1
IFi(L,EQ.O)GO TO 331
IFI.,EQ.4SP)QYz.5*(DY1+DY2)
1F( I.GT.14SP)DY=DY2
VY=(F(I+1,iSP)-F(I-1iN SP))/ ((Z*DY)
ANGLE(1,NSP)M-90,
V(lPNSP)mABS(VY)
331 CONTINUE
GO TO 47 130
52 SL1a(Y2-YS(NH))/X2-
SL2=(Y1(NHP1J1)-Y1(NH,1))/DX2
SL35SLI+(SL2-SL1)*(Y(I)-Y2)/(YI(NHPI 1)-yz)
SLAV=(SL1+SL2)*.5
REFF2-(1.+SLAV/SQRT(1.+SLAV**2))/(1.+SL1/SQRT(i 1+SL**2))
VEL=SQRT(1./(1.,SL3*SL3))
IF(LS.EQ.O)GO TO 332
V(INHP1)R1,
ANG=ATAN(SL3)
ANGLE(INHP1)=ANG*180./3.1415926
332 CONTINUE
F(I,NHP1)=F(IsNH)+VEL*OX2
IFiNHP1,NE.NHP2(I))G@ TO 47
K=I-NVP(NH)+L
F(INHP1)mFI(NHK)+VEL*DXL( INHP1)
47 CONTINUE
DC 76 J=i!NSP
76 F(;VJJ)=F(NVSNSP2)
SUri=U,
DY=,5*(oY1+DY2)
00 73 J=2JNSP
73 SUMS=JSU1+(F(NJVM1,J)-F(NJVP1,J)+F(NJVM1,J-1)-F(NJVPJ1JJ-1))*.25/DY
i 43.1415926*(X(J)*X(J)-X(J-1)*X(J-1))
VAV=SUM/X(NS)**2/3, 1415926
TMAXO2.*3*14L592*X(NSP )**2*VAV*VAv
IF(NTRY.LT,ICOM)GO TO 594
VS=CZERO**2-(AK-1.)*.5*VAV**2
AMS=VAV**2/VS
RHH=ROT/(1, (AK-1.)*.,5*AMS)**(1./(AK-1.))
l-MAX=2.*,1415926*)X(NSP)**a*(VAVVtNOR4)**2*pHO/32.2
594 CUiNTINUE
VA VAV
FTGP*F(NVrNSP2)-VAV*DY2
DO 74 J=1,NSP
74 F(NVP1PJ)=FTJP
IF(LS,EG.O)GO TO 334
DU 333 J=1JHSP
ANiGLE(NVP1iJ)=-9Q.
333 V(NVP1,J)=(F(NVJ)-F(NVP1,J))/DYZ
IF(LS.EQ.1)GU TO 401
334 CONTINUE
C CRITERIDN FJR CONVERGENCE
J0 55 I=1,NVPP
DO 55 J=1,lHP1
DIF=ABS(FO(IjJ)-F(I.J))
IF(DIF.GE. (FACTR*F1(NH,1 ) ))GO TO 56
55 CJi,'!TINUE
GO TO 57
56 L= +1
Gtl TO 53
.57 CUNTINUE
WRITE(b, 131)
131 FOAM4T(1HL,///,SXj,'ROUiO JET IMPINGING ON CURVED DEFLECTOR')
RjiTE(6, 134)AL1,AL2
134 FOKMAT(5X'IIJT RADIUS =lF5.31PXDInUCT LENGTH *',F5,3)
WRITE(b,135)AL3JAL4
135 FORMAT(5AJXJET CLEARANCE =l'F5,315XIPLATE RADIUS =lPF5,3)
RI TE(6,6100)AMACH
l10o FORMAT(S5X,'MACH NJMBER a'l F4.2)
3 qR ITE(, 133)
133 FkMAT(/,27X7V aLUE$E OF VELOCITY PrTENTIALI,/)
WRITE(6ZOO000)
2U00 FORMAT(7X'Y' )
401 IF(LS,EQ.O)GO TO 321
V(NJVNSP)= 131
ANGLE(NJV·NSP)--901
NLkNSP-2
OX5DX1
VX=(F(NJV·NSP)-F(NJVNL))/2./Dx
DY,.5*(DYI+DYZ)
VY=(F(NJVP1,NSPML)-F(NJVMlNSPM1))/2,/DY
ANGT=ATAN2(VYVX)
ANGLE(NJVNSPMl1)ANGT*180*/3e1415926
V(NJVNSPM1)mSQRT(VX*VX+VY*VY)
WRlTE(6,322)
322 FORMAT(1Hl,///,/10X,'LOCAL VELOCITIES',/)
DO 560 I'1JNVP1
DO 560 J=lNHPI
560 V(I,·J);V( IJ)*VNORM
WRITE(6, 2000)
321 CONTINUE
DO 58 I=lINV
Mai'VP1-I+1
NLASTuNHP(M)
IF ( . LE.NVP(NHPl) .AND.M,GE, I1.NLAST=NHP1
IF(M.LT. 1., ANDM. GTNVPMIN)NLASTNHPP (M)
IF(M.cGE.NJV)NLAST=NHP M)+1
IF(M,EQ. 1)NLAST=l
NF RST=l
IF (MLT. 1L)NFIRST=NHS ()
N9=N' IRSrT- 1
IF(NHP2(M),NEO)0G TO 79
IF(LS,EOQ.)GO TO 323
WRITE6, 126)Y(M )sN9. (F(M ,J)., JNFIRST-'NLAST)
126 FORMAT(.X, F5,33XN(5X ),21F5.2)
GO TU 58
323 WRITE((6,324')Y(M),N9, (V(MJ),J=IFIRSTNLAST)
324 FORMAT(5XF5,3,3X).i'(6X), 19F6,O)
wRITE(6J325)N9,(AN GLE(MJ).Jj"NFIRSTNLAST)
325 FORMAT(13XN(6X)l19F6.1)
GO TO 58
79 NS=5HP(M)
NIO=NHP (M)
IF(M,LT.,IlL)NLO=1HP(M).-N9
N6=NHP2(M)
N7=Nb-NS- 1
Nh=NLAST-No- 
IF(LS,EQ..)GO TO 326
IF(N7.LT,.ORN8.LT,0)G0 TO 58
IFiN9.LT.0.R.NlO .LT,0)GO TO 58
WRiTE(b6138)Y(M).,N9'N10,(F(M·J)·JuNFIRSTN5),N7,N8,(F(MFMJ),JJN6
1 NLAST)
138 Fi]t iAT ( 5 X. F 5 ,.3 3X, N ( 5 ) , NF5 .2,fX ) NF5. Z )
GO TO 58
32 . iR i T; (b., 327 ) Y( M),N9, N10, (V( ·C J ), J)JiF1RST N5 )N7, NS, (V(M, J ), JUN61
1 NLAST)
327 FORMAT(5X·SF53,3·3X,N(6X),NF6,OJtt6X ),NF6,0)
.4R[ITb(6,328 ) N9N10 (ANGLE( tJ ),INFIRST,N5),N7,N (ANGLE (MJ ) 
1 =j6,6sNLAST 
328 F5Rm4T( lXAN(6X)oNF6eIN(6X)·NFf,. 1)
58 CiiT TINUE
IF(LS,EQ.1)Gl TO 2003
Ri TE (6 .0 2oOl)(X(l),IloNHP I1
2001 FOR.MAT(/,7X,'X',5X,2IF5.2)
GO TO 2004
2003 w- iTE (6,2;O2)(X( I ),I·1- NHPi)
2002 FJkMAT(/,7X,!XI,5X,19F6.3)
IF(LS,EQ.1OGO TO 999
2004 CONTINUE
WRITE(6b101)
101 FCRMAT(//JlOXolLUCATION OF FREE STREAMLINE')
WRITE(6,102) 132
102 FIRM!AT(//! 13XjIXtJ13XIYl)-
WRITE(6,103)(X(J),Y1(J,1),J=NSP,NHP1)
103 FORMAT(11XFS.3,sXpF6,3)
C CALCULATION OF BOUNDARY PRESSURES
C PRESSURE ALONG PLATE
IF(NTRY.LT,ICOM)GO TO 595
PP (1)PTOT
DO 596 J=2JNH
DX=DX1
IF(J.EQ.NSP)DX=.5*(DXl+DX2)
IF(J.GT.NSP)DXsDX2
DIbT=SQRT(DX**2+((YS(J+1)-YS(J-1))*,5)**2)
Vl=((Fs(J+i)-FS(J-1)),)*5/DIST)**2
VS:CZERO**2-(AK-1.)*.5*VlS
AMS=VlS/VS
596 PP(J)=PTUT/(1,+(AK-1.).5*AMS)**(AK/(AK-1.))
PP(NHP1)PSTTAT
6O TU 597
>95 Cl;iTINUE
PP(1)=i.
01 60 J=2,NH
GX=DX1
IF(iJEQ.NSP)DOxm,5*(DX+DX2)
IF(J.GT.NSP)DX=nX2
DIST=S~RI(OX,*2+((YS(J+i)-YS(J-1))*,.)SZ)
60 PP(J)=1.-((FS(J+ 1)-FS(J-1))*.5/DIST)**2
PP(NHP1)O0.
597 CONTINUE
IFS TRY.LT.ICOM)Gn TO 593
D] b631 J2,lNHlP1
bO1 SUr'=SUM+((PP(J).PP(J-1))*.5-PSTAT)*3.1415926*(X(J)*X(J)-X(J-1)*
1 X(J-1))
GO TU 602
593 COiNTiNUE
DO 77 J=2,NHPI
77 5UL-ii4=UM+(PP(J)+PP(J-1))*.5*3.1415926* (X(J)*X(J )-X(J-l)*X(J-))
602 CO!4TINUE
TIDEAL=1.+,o!SQRT(I+1(1,/SL1)**2)
C PRESSURE ALONG SYMMETRY LINE
I1LPi=I1L+i
IF(N!TRY.LT,ICOM)GO TU 598
DO 599 I=I1LPX}NV
DY=DY1
IF(IEQ.NJJV)DJYm.5*(DY1+DY2)
IF(IGT.NJV)OY=DY2
V1S=((F(I-,1')-F(I+1,1))*.5/OY)**2
VS=CZEARO**2-(AK-1. )*5*V1S
Ai=V 1S/VS
599 PSL(!)=PTDI"/ {1+( AK-I.)*,5*AMS)**(AK/(AK-1e))
TALT;SUM-(PP(V)-PSTAT)*31415926*X(NSP)*X(NSP)
GO Tu 600
59b C:)YTINJJF
On 61 I=I1LPIJNV
DY=DYi
IF(I.EQ.NJV)OYs.5*(DY1+DY2)
IF(I.GT.NJV)DY=0Y2
61 PSL(I)=-I- ((F(I F(+1 ))/2,/DY)**2
TACT=SUM-PaL(NV)*3.1415926*X(NSP)*X(NSP)
TACT=TACT*.5
600 C]i:TiNUF
REFF=TACT*2./TMAX/TIDEAL
WRITE(6,128)
128 FJkMAT(lHl.//,10XtLOCATION OF PLATEl'l5XIPRESSURE ALONG PLATE i)
WRITE(6,129)
129 FORMAT(//l1Xt'Xtl,13XIYItlBXaIXI'12XJ'PRESSUREI) 133
IF(NTRY.LTICDM)GCO TO 592
DO 590 J=loNHPL
590 PP(J)a(PP(J)-PSTAT)/(PTOT-PSTAT)
592 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,130)(X(J), YS(J),X(J),PP J),JlNHP)
130 FORMAT(BXF5,3,7.XF7,5,14XIFS, 3,12X,F5,3)
WRITE(6,113)
113 FORMAT(///,lOXPRESSURE ALONG SYMMETRY LINEI)
WRITE(6,124)
124 FORMAT(/,14XI'YI1OXJI'PRESSUREt)
IF(iNRY.LT*ICOM)Gn TO 603
DO 591 I=I1LP2,NV
591 PSL(I)u(PSL(I)-PSTAT)/(PTOT-PSTAT)
603 COiTZNUE
WRITE(6,ll4)(Y(I),PSL(I)I=I1iLP2oNV)
114 FORMAT(11X,F5.3,1OXpF5.3)
WRITE(6,127)REFFREFFZ
127 FORMAT(//,lOX,'TURNING EFFECTIVENESS 1 =',FS,3,lOX,
1 'TURNING EFFECTIVENESS 2 =',F5,3)
WRITE(6,152)L
152 FJRMAT(////,iOX,'L * I,14)
C ADJUSTMENT OF FREE BOUNDARY
SL2Pm-100.
YN(hiSP, 1)=AL3
"P 62 J=NSPPl NH
FB =F1(J,)
SLi=(YI(J*l[l)-Yl1(J-l,))*.5/DX2
NVPJ=NVP(J)
NVpJ 1=NVPJ+1
FL=F(NVPJ[,J-I)
FR=F(NVPiJ[J+*l)
DY3=DYi
DY4=OY1
IF(FBGT.F(NVPJPJ))GO TO 63
IF(NVPCJ-1).NE.N/VP(J))GO T b44
FL=Fl(J-lL)
UY3=Yl(J-lol)-Y(NVPJ)
64 COiTIZNUE
IF(FB.GT.F(NVPJJ-1))GO TO 65
YT=OY3*(F(NVPJJ-1)-FB)/(F(NVPJ.,J-1)-FL)
UYY=Y1(J,1)-Y(NVPJ)-YT
OXX=DX2
0O TU 66
65 LCONTINUE
DYY=Yi(J4l)-Y(NVPJ)
Xli=UX2*(FB-F(NVPJsJ-l))/(F(NVPJJ)-F(NVPJAJ-1))
DXX=DXZ-xA1
GO TU 66
63 CClr4TINUE
IF(NVP(J+1),NE.NVP(J))GO TO 67
FR=Fl(J+lpl)
OY4'Y1(J+1,1 )-Y(NVPJ)
67 CO HTIJNUE
IF(FB,LT.F[NVPJJ+1))GU TO 66
¥T=DY4*(F(NVPJ4J+1)-FB)/(F(IVPJJ+1)-FR)
DYY=YI(Jl1)-Y(NVPJ)-YT
DXX=-DX2
GO TO 66
(b DYY=YI(JI)-Y(NVPJ)
Xll=OX2*(FB-F(NVPJ,J))/(F(NVPJJ+1)-F(NVPJJ))
DXX=-X1 1
66 CONTINUE
SL2.-DXX/DYY
IF(SL2.LTSLZP)SL2*SL2P
SL2P"SL2
IF(J.LE.(NSP+2))GO TO 69
YN.( J .. )-YN(J.o 1 1) S L.Z2DX2
00GO TO 62
69 YN(Js1,YN(J.2,1)+SL2/SkSL1*(YL(Jl)-YtJi1J )
. YN(J.-.-)-( N(JY)N.Y14Y- 1) ).*, 5
IF(YN(Jd,),GT.YN(J-1Il))YN(J[1),YN(J-Ib1)
62 CONTINUE
.... ...Y.N(NHP. 1, )RYN(NH l)+.LYN(NH. l)-YN(NHM1,l))
; SL3mYS(NHPl)-YS(NH))/DXZ
SL4,(YN(NHP[ll)-YN(NIHs))/DXZ
I.P ( SL4*LToOs )SL460 .
SL5S.S*(SL3+SL4)
V3-($S(NHP1)-FS(NH))/SQRT(DXZ**2+(Y$(NHPi)-Y$(NH))**Z)
VAV-(le+V3)e*5
VAV.VAy*DX2/SQRT(DX2**2*(l.+SL5*SL5))
Y3.YZ*e,*VAVJ*X(NSP)*X(NSP)/VAV/X(NHPl)
D00 .70.JuNSPP[lNHP1
70 YN(J[l).YN(JN)+(Y3-YN(NHPl,1))*(J -NSP)/CNHPw-NSP)
DO 71 J.NSPPLNHPI
-7 1. Y1(J I*i2JI Y.N-( Jo 1)
NTRY"NTRY+1
IF(NeTRY.GE.I-STOP) GO TO 99
GO TO 72
99 CONTINUE
LS ..........
GO TO 53
'99 5TOP
END
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